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At its meeting in Yaound6 on 13 ,fanuary 1971 the .Ioint Corunittee
decided, in compliance with Article L4 of the Rules of Procedure, to submit
a report to the Parliamentary Conference of the Association on the Seventh
Annual Report on the actLvities of the Association Council. Mr. Armengaud
was appointed rapporteur in accordance with Artl-cle 15 of the Rules of
Procedure.
Ttre problems raised by the Association durLng 1971 were studied by the
Joint Committee at its meetings in Ivlunich on L, 2 and 3 ilune and in Fort
Lamy on 27, 28 and 29 October.
ftris report was unanimously adopted, with 4 abstentJ-ons, in Fort Lamy
on 29 October 1971.
Ihe fol-lowing were present:
I4r. Achenbacha Chairman,
I4r. Ngoro lvlebe (Cameroon) , Vice-Chairman,
Mr. Armengaud, Rapporteur,
Mr. Aigner,
Itllr . Bersani,
Mr. Bos (deputizing for Mr. Schuijt),
Mr. Briotr
Ivlr. Nzeyimana (Burundi) ,
Mr. N'Gregai (Central Africa),
I,1r. Makosso (congo),
Mr. Gon Coulibaly (Ivory Coast),
Mr. Couveinhes (deputizing for Mr. Habib-Deloncl-e),
!!r. Faboumy (Dahomey) ,
Mr . Fel-lermaier,
Mr. Kassa Mapsi (cabon) ,
I{r. Galli,
I{r. Buha (upper Volta) ,
Irtr " Laudrin o
I,1r. Randianasolo (Itladagascar),
I{r. Sissoko (Iilali) ,
' Ir,1r. FaIl Babaha (Mauritania) ,
tlr. Perret (Niger) r
lvlr. Riedel (cleputizing for Mr. werner),
I,ir. Ndahayo (Rwanda) ,
Ivlr. Seefeld,
Mr. N'Diaye (Senega1) ,
Mr. Bakoure (Chad) r
Mr. Dagadou (To9o),
I4r. Tolloy (deputizlng for Itllr. Corona),
Ivlr. Kassongo (Zalre) .
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BEXPLAS]ATORY STATEMB]T
INTRODUCTION
1. fhe Association between the EEC and the African States and liladagascar
(aeSm) was and is stil1 regarded by the latter as reflecting a trr1itica1 posi-
tion taken up by the l{ember States of the Europe of t}re Six in favour of de-
veloping countries which, before acquiring their independence, had had special
links with them. In ttre opinion of the l-8 Associated African States and
Ivladagascar this political stand should be regarded not as something incidental
but as establishing a standing reciprocal conunitment to continuous economio
and political cooperation. Each partner ought therefore to be able to rely on
the ,cthers to satisfy the needs of its economy.
. For its European members too the Association is of course a political
gesture but by some of them it is seen as ancillary to the Treaty of Rome - an
appendage which, although essential to the 'European revival' of 1957, created
new obligations for countries which by then, for a variety of reasons, no
longer played what used to be called a colonial role.
Just as States evolve with the years, to a large extent in step with the
growth of their economy and population, so a convention of cooperation with
third counLries, themselves in the process of transformation, is bound to
evolve in the light of circumstances. In other words, although the letter may
undergo one or two changes, the spirit remains, in common with ttre basic two-
way cornmritments.
Since 1958 circumstances have changed. Western Europe has undergone con-
siderable changes, to the point.where its economic weight is theoretically
equal to that of the united states: the western world has become bipolar.
Despite its prodigious technical achievements, ttre United States has seen
its influence decline in various parts of the world and its currency threat-
ened because of abnormal br,r.rdens on its public funds. Japan is assuming a po-
sition of considerabl-e j-mportance in international trade, and China is begin-
ning to play a major role in the world.
1,he spheres of influence of the great nations are conseguently shifting
or narrohring down.
2. The European community is now on the point of enlarging. One of its
future members, the United Kingdom, maintains special links, inherited from the
British Empire, with the Comnonweatth countries, some of which are neighbours
and cormnercial competitors of the AASM.
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From the very beginning the Association has provided one of the most ef-
fective means of ensuring a dialogue and forging closer links between the
Africans themselves, despite the diversity of their political systems. At the
parliamentary Conference of Yaound6 lrlx. Deniau rightly stressed the attachment
- 
from the political point of view - felt by ttre African countries for the
Association as a positive and lasting contribution to a balanced world situa-
tion. If it were extended to other African States this Association could,
under certain conditions, play its part even more successfully, for what iE
true today for ttre 18 African and Malagasy partners to the Present Convention
will remain so tomorrow for a much larger group of countries, all of wtrich are
among the most deprived in the fhird World.
3. Any report on the Association ought to consider all theee factorsr to see
wtrat can be learned from the past and from the present situation with a view
to getting a picture of the future.
To do this we must obviousJ-y take into account what has been achieved in
12 years of trustful cooperation. Egually obviouE we must expect further
changes in the economic relations wittrin the Association, if only because of
the economic development undergone by ttre countries concerned.
trtre EEC Member States, aware as they are of the attachment of the Associ-
ated States to tf1e Association, in which the principle of equality is crucial
for the whole spirit and quality of cooperation, have already entered into
definite eommitments to maintain the Association in the event of the enlarge-
ment of the Community, so that whatever happens its structure, its spirit and
a substantial part of its content wilL be preserved.
4. Given the present international situation, those responsible for shaping
the policy of the AASIVI have several major concerns.
1'he first is how to reconcile political freedom, within the limitE set by
economic interdependence betlreen nations, with a balanced rise in the standard
of living of the peopJ-e.
lghe second is how to maintain loya1 solidarity with the other countries
of the fhird World because of the interests they have in conunon in the field
of development.
1gtre third is how to preserve a measure of cohesion among the African
countries.
Ttre fourth is their determination that an enlargement of the EEC should
not prejudice the results - however imperfect they may be - of tlre present
Association with the EEC.
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Overriding these e*neernEr htq'e'/a:a is onc :rlte nxiety: how ti: energe
from a state of underdeveloprncn'- whe.n the cer-rn;rry j.c .l.urEel-y at the :'erc1' of
the hazards of external t;ade, tl:e balance oi rr'hi:h is naC,e aLl" the rrlore pre-
carious by the fact. that (i) axports 
'lcp:nd rnainLl'on orrtlets far th*a primery
products of mining and agriculture (the Lat1:e;.p mcreolrer, uoually produced in
a traditional single-crop econorry) and for a fcw uns.-rphistj.cated raanufacturerq
and (ii) imports are steadily increasing ilcth i.: volume anC in.ra^Iue ?
5. As regards the firs-. of thase concerns, it is warth stressing the impor-
tant contribution maCe by the Eurnpe of the ll:x tr: the ecc,nomic prcq:ess r,f
the AASM in terns bot"h of public aid and o-E priva.te investrenl.'" Brrt tho.LASI{
have one worry vrhich has important reperCussion,s: to vrlat extent, does the
EEC take adequate account of one of the naj.n currcnt fectcirs in the .lrowth
of local savings, i"e. proper remuneration of natural Af::ican products ?
1fhe EEC has striven for years to secure for its agricultural p::oduct,s
profitable outleta, ensuring high prices and substantial supoort for the pro-
ducers and by applying the cumbergome machinery of the le.;i' Co ;mncris ef
products that are subjeet to the organization of markels. But this common
agricultural policy of the EEC provokes psychologieal ::eection.s annong the
Associated States, for the regulations for implenenti.ng F:.ot-ecol i:Io" i- of the
second Yaound6 Convention offer oniy slight commercial ccn.;essions f,or AASITI
agricultural products that compete roith similar European prcrluct.;.
Novr t.tte developinent of the AASM is based on exploitrr^g their: resortrces,
and this, in the present state of their economies, cal1s for remurrerative out-
lets abroad.
6. As regards the investment of European priva+-e capital in the developrnent
of the AASM 
- 
an important contribution to economic progress in ihese coun-
tries 
- 
this must be effected in such a way that, while profitabJ-e to the in-
vestor, it creates wealth locally, and must be based on cooperation between
European ancl African partners. fhe African and ualagasy peoples witl not feel
free if there is any repetition, in whatever connecti.on, of the a'ttitude
adopted by the Community which amounted to inposing on the Associated States,
at the time the second Yaound6 Convention was slgned, it,s decision to reduce
the leve1 of its tariff preference for certain products'rnilaterally.
The manner in which aid is given and the procedure followed are conse-
Erently as important as the aid itself: it would be as well if Europeans did
not forget this, as othelsrise they may be introducing a new brand of multina-
tional colonialism.
7. As to the AASI,l's second concern 
- maintaining solidarity with the other
countries of the Third World 
- 
it is by no means certain that the cohesion
displayed by the deveJ-oping countries irr Algrers, prior to the ?Iorld Confer-
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ence in New Delhi, is any guarantee of the quality or of the seriousness of
the attitudes adopted. fvro circurnstances give rise to dou-st. Firs't one must
consider the varying degrees of underdevelopmerrt, and even of development, of
the countries in question. Then there is the tendency of some Third Wor1d
countries to attribute all their difficulties to the Western economy and con-
seErently to urge an anti-capitalist crusade - despite the equal-Iy pronounced
protectionism of the comrunist countries (the moet representative of which has
created a tariff barrier dubbed the 'soviet selling price'" which makes a pair
with 'the American selling pricet) . 'Itre results of the conference the devel-
oping countries have just held. in Lima in preparation for ttre next World Con-
ference in Santiago confirm that this solidarity was only apparent.
Trhe faulty system of generalized preferences - whose fallacious character
for the Africans was denounced last year in the report by I4r. Guillabert -
must be considered for what it is: a bone of contention between countries of
the Ttrird World, the most industrialized of which do not hesitate, in their
dealings with the rich countries, to outsmart the poorest of the developing
countries.
tlhe one 
- 
and essential - thing the Europe of the Six can do is to demon-
strate that its agreements with the AASM serve as a model, giving its asso-
ciates the means of emerging from a state of underdevelopment. The EEC has in
fact undertaken to regulate its generalized preferences machinery in such a
way as to either prevent or repair any damage it might do to the PJ.SM, either
following a justifiable request from these States or at the initiative of the
Commission. fhis commitment must be scrupulously respected.
8. As regards the ttrird point of concern, it is of course a wise thing to
maintain a measure of solidarity between the countries of Black Africa, if
only to preserve the political balance of Africa itself. But it cannot be
clenied that there, too, degrees of development vary from one country to an-
o-,her an,-] differences in economic structures and natural resources enable one
country to engage in profitable diversification of production while exposing
the other, which is tied to a single-crop economy, to the annuaf vagaries of
its climate.
To what extent, moreover, can one speak of real solidarity between
African countries when each of them looks at its development problems in iso-
lation, to the point where prior coordination of projects does not appear ne-
eessary to them ? Iyloreover, some African countries, admittedly few, already
have large populations, diversified economies and major netrvorks of internal
and external communicationsr ErDd this creates clashee of interest.
9. The fourth matter of concern to the AA9I4 - the possible consequences of
the enlargement of ttre Association - is made still more acute by ttre steady
decline in the value of the preferential trade facilities afforded by the
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Association that has resulted from the lowering of the leveI of the EEC's tar-
iff protection and from the abolltion of price support for AASIT{ products (even
though such sup;lort continueE for European agricultural. products). To this
must be added the fact that by extending these preferences to countries com-
peting with t?re AASM, ttre agreement between the EEC and the three countries
of East Africa has already lessened the vaLue of these preferences for the
beneficiaries as a group. Similarly, the introduction by the EEC of general-
ized preferencea for the processed products of all developing countries has
reduced the value of the Association's preferential system with regard to
these products.
1[he enlargement of the EEC will make the complexity of the problems that
characterize an Africa in search of unity even more apparent: is not Nigeria
alone an economic and demographic entity comparable to that made up by the
18 AASITI as a whole ?
It must, however, be realized ttrat alttrough difficulties are bound to
arise, the enlargement of the European Community will create conditions con-
ducive to the constitution in Africa of a coherent economic whole freed from
any traces of the colonial era. African leaders will surely be able to take
advantage of ttre real chance thus offered to them to progress towards the
unity of their continent.
The fact remains that the problem of enl-argement is still causing anxi-
ety in the AASI{ even though Europeans are not wholly aware of this and still
believe that their own aE sessment of the problems of relations between EuroPe
and Africa is rel-evant to the case in point. ilust as what is good for
General Motors is not necessarily good for the United States (notwithstanding
the well-known saying of the former president of that company), so too whaL
is satisfactory for one of the partners of the EEC is not necessarily satis-
factory for the other partners, let alone for the AASM.
10. Behind these aeute misgivings of the moment there lurks the constant
worrlf felt by the AASM about the economic situation of their exports and
their position in world trade. The Associated States find it hard to under-
stand the difference in treatment given to their primary products on the one
hand and to petroleum or European agricultural products on the other. fhey
realize, of courser that because petroleum products are at present irreplace-
able the producer countries have a powerful weapon wittr which to bargain with
the consumer countries, and that this is not the case for their own tradi-
tional products.
Ttrey feel that their attitude to the EEC, which is based on continuous
contacts, close cooperation and mutual understanding, deserves a more friend-
ly response as regards trade relations and terms of trade. Hence they are
astonished at t?re weakness of the Western countries in the face of Pressure
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from Arab countries and the strict line taken by ttrem on the prices of the
primary products of the AASIvI.
This is no doubt a point that merits serioue reflection on the part of
the Western world and more particularly the EEC.
ll-. The approach adopted by the Member States of the EEC and by the United
Kingdom to the development problems of ttre Third World vary widely from coun-
try to country.
1[he reasons for these differences in approach are historical. Such coun-
ti.ies as France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom can look back on a
Iong coJ-onial tradition and consider they still have certain obligations to-
wards States which, though now independent, were formerly their resPonsibili-
r-.y. Germany's colonial relations ended after the first world war, and ltaly's
after ttre second. Belgium, with which tuxembourg was to some extent associ-
ated, administered a vast area of neighbouring territories up to 1960.
To persuade eome of the signatories to the Treaty of Rome to admit that
they ought in a sense to partieipate in the economic development of countries
still under French tutelage - even if they were soon to be free from this -
and this in the name of European solidarityr wds asking a great deal.
Germany, moreover, had always pursued - and still pursues - an external
trade policy based on diversified sources of supply of primary products not
avail-able on or below its own soil and for which it pays with currency earned
by exports of finished products. Any association with developing countries
involving its giving them preference as suppliers rather than buying primary
products of the same quality from the lowest bidder, thus became for Germany
an encumbrance.
I'l:e EEC,s first task was to reconcile the divergent points of view. Re-
conciliation implies willingness on the part of all concerned to make some
departure from original positions adopted. Ttris explains the careful wording
of the Treaty of Rome in the part dealing with rel-ations with the AASI'1I and
subsequently of the Yaound6 Convention.
llhe second Yaound6 Convention is even more marked by a concern to avoid
any too drastic commitments vis-i-vis the AASIVI except as regards maintaining
a fairly substantial financial contribution.
;-2. tlhe European countries for their part must aleo come to grips with seri-
ous economic problems. 1rhe sharp rise in public expenditure, the pressure of
wages, the ever-increasing burden of social- benefits and ttre maintenance of
hearry defense budgets, at a time when the consuner society recklessly encour-
ages private spending, is creating an inflationary climate which governments
find it hard to deal with. covernments consequently tend to put a brake on
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all but the moEt popular expenditure. lrtre national tendency is therefore to
regard expenditure in favour of the developlng countries as less essential,
and hence to linit it to what is considered to be an acceptable ceiling.
At tfie same time, in order to contain the price indexes, whose rises lead
to increases in wag'es, the governments of the Six tend to prefer the cheapest
suppliers when it comes to products from third countries. Now for some tropi-
cal products (such as oilseeds and oils and cotton), the AASM are not always
ttre best placed, either because of competition from other developing countries
or because of the selling off of the surpluses of industrialized countries
which have simiJ-ar products (e.g. t-tre United States and the USSR) on the world
market.
In ottrer words, economic considerations of special concern to the EEc
I,lember States weigh heavily in their attitude to the developing countries and
hence to the AASM.
1-3. Because of the difficulties encountered by some Associated States in
maintaining a really democratic system - with all that ttris implies for the
freedom of the citizen and respect for human rights - EuroPeans fear that the
stability of reLations with Lhe EEC is not guaranteed. The result is a cer-
tain hesitation on the part of private European investors (whet}er individuals
or companies) despite ttre guarantees offered by some EEC and AASI4 countries.
Indeed, there is nothing more disappointing - and the example of AJ-geria in
regard to petroleum shours this - than to participate effectively in economic
development only to find one's efforts frustrated, even if compensation has
been provided, usually foll-owing a difficult legal dispute.
Cohesion among the AASM sometimes appears to be wanting in ttre eyes of
the EEc I'lember States. fhen again, the economic individualism of the African
countries in relations between them is liable to lead to their making compet-
itive investments. To remedy this l-ack of coordination certainly appears to
be no easy task in the light of the European precedent created by the EEC
where, despite an obvious common interest defined by the Treaty, the coordina-
tion of industrial investment is still in its infancy.
14. Ifhe rising tide of the demands made by the developing countries to the
industrialized countries and their growing influence in international organi-
zations cannot l-eave Europe indifferent: the deterioration, not to say the
failure, of the 'Alliance for Progress' shows just how difficult relations be-
tween helpers and helped can become, to the point where the Latin American
countries are no\^r looking to Europe to extricate them from their state of
underdevelopment.
tltre European Community is thus faced wittr a dual task: to maintain the
best possible relations with the AASII and to give serious thought to the prob-
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lems of the other developing countries, notably those of tatin America'
lfhe examPle
lems of the AASM
the attitude the
the EEC can gLve of its understanding of the specific prob-
and the way it solves ttrem will no doubt J-argeJ-y determine
ffiird World adoPts towards it.
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PART ONE
A I'EAR OF ACTIVIIY: 1.7.1970 - 30.6.1971
15. The period covered by the Seventh Report saw the coming into force on
1 ilanuary 1971 of the second Yaound6 Convention, which brought to an end a
transitional period of 19 months.
fhis formal stabilization of the Association was greeted wittr satisfac-
tion by all the partners. The Association continues on the established bases
with a new impetus which is greatly to be welcomed.
I. Institutions of the Aseociation
16. fhe renewal of the Yaound6 Convention entailed few institutional changes.
| '9ood offices' procedure was set up within the Council of Association and an
institutional form given to the AASM Coordinating CounciL and Coordinating
Committee, bodies which played an important part under the previous Convention
and met a real need.
At the same time the Statute of the Association's Court of Arbitration
was inserted in a protocol annexed to the Convention and thus given a legal
vaLue identical to ttrat of ttre Convention itself.
L7. It is worth noting that the Association Council met twice during the pe-
riod under review: first on 30 September 1970 and then on 22 April l-971. I1he
Council Lhen met again on 30 November 19711.
Ttris would seem to indicate that the Council has become more aware of its
;rclitical responsibilities. It is to be regretted, however, that the Associ-
ated States did not always have themselves represented on tJre Council at a
sufficiently high level. Ttre reason for this would appear to be the unduly
formal character of these rninisterial meetings which offer little opportunity
for spontaneous and searching debates 
"
Itre Joint Committee would like in future all the partners of the Associ-
ation to be represented as far as possible by members of governments at the
meetings of the Association Council, which is still the only ;rclitical deci-
I
- fhe following matters were dealt with at this Council meeting:
- enlargement of tJle Community;
- application for association by Mauritius;
- 
general provisions of specifications for EDF contracts;
- 
general- guidelines for financiaL and technical cooperation.
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sion-making body in our institutional setup. It would like the Council to
become a forum for usefuL contacts between the partners of the Association,
so that aII present can help to start up a real political dialogue covering
both current problems and general guidelines. Ttre ordinary annual session
could be used, for example, for a fu1l-sca1e debate on tlre development of
trade within the Association.
lfhe presence of members of governments at Council meetings would help to
bring out more clearly the differenceE between the various bodies of the Asso-
ciation, each of which is invested with trowers of its own. Ihis distinction
should also be even more apparent in terms of those caLled upon to represent
the partner countries within the institutions. It is indeed to be regretted
that States are sometimes represented by the same delegate both on the Asso-
ciation Council and at ttre Parliamentary Conference and on the Association
Committee.
18. Ehe Association Committee met four times during the period under review.
lltrere vrere tvro subsequent meetings of ttre Committee ot 22 October and 23 No-
vember L97L.
Ihe Committee's rules of procedure were approved by the Council on
22 AprLL L97L. On tJle same date the Council passed a decision delegating a
large part of its powers to the Association Conunittee in order to expedite and
simplify the conduct of business.
In view of the scale of this deJ-egation of powers it is reassuring to
note that the Council reserves for itself the excercise of powers 'of special
political importance or which by their nature hardly lend themselves to dele-
gation' . Hence it is ttre Council that will adopt texts relating to the con-
cept of 'products originating in ...' as well as to the methods of administer-
ing cooperation, the fiscal and customs system applicable in the AASM to con-
tracts financed by the Corununity, the definition of general guidelines for
financial and technical eooperation, the decision relating to the reserve
fund, and consultations on applications for association with the Comnunity.
At all events the Council also reserves the right to deliberate itself
- 
if the Community and the AASM feel this necessary - on al-l matters regarding
which powers have been delegated to the Committee.
A delegation of powers based on a clear conception of pohters and respon-
sibilities cannot in itself be objected to. Obviousl-y, as in the Past, the
,foint Corunittee will always attach great importance to the precise definition
of resSrcnsibilities and powers, while continuing to stress tlte essential role
of the Council.
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,i\il i\19. Ehe President of the Association counbil took part in the work of the
annual meeting of thg Parliamentary Conference of the Associatlon held in
Yaound6 on 11-13 iIanl+ary L97L. IIe also attended the meetings of the Joint
Conunittee in Librevi[fe tZa-30 October 1970), I,lunich (I-3 rlune 1971) and Fort
Laq' (27-29 October 1971).
f,
In its report, fhe Council welcomes the spirit of friendship and trust
that characterizes iis relations with the Conference. It states that the res-
olutions of the Parliementary Conference have made it possible, by contribu-
ting constructively to ttre Council's deliberations on several queetions of
great interest to tJle Association, to strengthen the llnks existing between
the work done by the Conference and the problems discussed in the Council.
lfhe iloint Comnittee wholeheartedly endorses this view. It fully appre-
ciates ttre important contribution made by representatives of the EEC Conmis-
sion, the Assoclation Council and the Council of the Communities through their
active participation. in the work of the parlianentary bodies.
Similarl-y, it weuLd like to stress ttre outst"rrairrg role lrlr. Deniau has
continued to play ins'the smooth operation of ttre Association with the assis-
tance of his colleagqee in Directorate-General VIII.
tI. Trade in l-970
20. Chapter II of t}1e report, dealing with trade, this year for the first
time analyses the development of trade within the Association. Unfortunately,
the figures cover only 1968 and 1969 which have already been discussed in de-
tail in the report by Mr. Guillabert.
Ttre data for 19?0 have in the meantime become available and show that the
expansion of trade, considerable as it was, was not as brisk as in the two
.1Prevrous years .
1 
,h" first availablq figures for 1971 show that there has been an accentua-
tion of this trend. In the period January-June.197l- EEC imports from the
AASM feII by L8/" bj comparison with the same periqd in the previous year,
whereas the Cornmunity's exports to the AASI'1 lncreased by 9% (Source: Statis-
tical Office of th( European Communities, Bulletin mensuel du cornmerce
ext6rieur No. 8-9111971) .
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EEC inports from the AASM
2L. While tn 1969 EEC imports from the
year, in 1970 they rose by only 8/" ovex
by 17.I% over the previoue
($ million)
AASM rose
L969 z
AASM exports to the EEC
L966 %oftotal L967 l_968 t969 L970
y" ot % varia-
- 
tl-ontotar Lg69/Lg7o
BeJ-gium )
Luxembourg )
t"rance
Germany
Italy
Nettrerlands
341
600
L70
153
54
25.9
45.5
L2.9
11.6
4.t
247
610
L79
L64
6I
374
6L4
2LS
L62
98
479
667
244
200
L2L
5t2.6
703.7
273.3
239.L
133 .5
27.6 +
37.4 +L4.6 +
L2.8 +7.2 +
7
5
10
19
10
EEC 1,3L9 100 L,3O4 L.467 Lr7L7 ]-rg52.3 100 +8
France's share of AASM exports to the EEC has gradually decreased. Still
as high ae 45 .5% Ln L966, it. fell to 37 .ff/" Ln L970. During this perlod the
imports of the other Member States rose not only in value but also aE a per-
centage of the total.
This difference as betr,veen the l,lember States of the Community persisted
1970. The most striking increase in imports was in Italy (+ L9%), followed
Germany and the Netherlands (+ 10%), BLEU (+ 7%l and France (+ 5%) .
22. fhe AASIvI's share of the Community's total imports fell from 4.4% Ln L96a
and 1969 ro 4% in 1970. The share in value of the AASM in the imports of EEc
Member States shows the following pattern:
in
by
BLEU
France
Germany
Ital-y
Netherlande
l_968
l_0 %
8.3
1.8
2.5
2.4
1969
LL.T/"
7.4
1.8
2.6
2.5
L970
11 %
7.2
L.6
2.7
2.3
23 " A hreakdovm by countries shows that although ttre overall trend in AASIiI
exports is satisfactory for these countries as a whole, the situation in the
18 States varies considerably.
ExPorts on the whole rose except for the Congo, Niger, Somalia and Chad,
whose sales to the EEC fell off slightly this year. The increase was particu-
larly marked in the Central African RepubJ.ic (+ 7O%), Irtali (+ 5T/"), Burundi
$ a5%), upper volta (+ 32%) and Dahomey (+ 3L%).
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fhls sltuatlon ls lllustrated by the following table:
EEC imports from the AASM in 1970
Country of origin value in$ thousand % variation
All developing countries
All AASM
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
Zaire
L6rLOs r2L5
L,862,542
4rg2L
180,166
27.879
19r02L
46.L93
24,936
LLA.449
373,548
64.730
7,811
63,190
30,874
5.OL2
1o9r 9oo
L6,L62
57, 083
6,38,4
710,186
+13
+8
+45
+2
+70
-2
-3
+31
+14
+1
+20
+53
+14
-4
+20
+L3
-1
+4
+32
+L2
24. For comparison purposes it may be noted ttrat the exports of tJre develop-
ing countries as a whole to the Communitlz increaEed by 13/. (AEia and non-
associated African countriesz L5/"i Latin America: L?/"').
1ltrus the trend of the ]-ast few years is continuing (see table below)I.
t 950
$ million % 1958$ njLlion %
AASM
Other African countries
l,tiddle sast
South-east Asia
Latin America
Others
950
lr 4oo
L,28,O
a45
1,590
70
t5.2
22.4
20.5
13 .5
25.3
3.1
L,461
2.f393
2,5L0
1r 050
2,34O
230
14.0
27 .5
24.O
l_0.0
22.3
2.2
A11 developing
countries 6,225 100 10r 490 100
It should be noted, however, that the increage of the two groups of coun-
tries which stepped up their exports (I{icldle East and 'other African coun-
tries') is mainly due to EEC imtrrcrts of oil originating in Li5ya, Algeria and
the oiI-producing eountries of the Middle East.
r sorr=.", E.
quoted by H.
Pearse/R. Kahn: lltre White Tribes of Europe (London l97O) t p. 92
coppens, Cahiers de coop6ration internationale No. g, p. 21.
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AASM imports from the EEc
25. Community exports to the AASM increased in 1970 at a rate of 13 .2% ia
value.by comparison with L969. lltris increase was greater for Italy (39%) and
the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union (24%) than for France (14%) andt Germany
(6%). As for the Netherlands, after a long period during which their sales
to the AASIVI rose rapidly, their exports have this year shown a substantial
decrease F lA/") .
($ million)
Member States' exports to the AASIT!
ts66 "f"::, ts67 1968 L969 Ls70 /: ?t-EOEAI
% varia-
tion
L969/L970
Belgium )
Luxembourg )
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
11 82
67.3 627
10 93
772
4.7 50
L55.4 12.3
755.5 59.7
158.0 L2.5
L21.2 9.5
74 .6 5.9
93
569
84
59
39
LO4
649
Ll_9
80
66
L25
664
L49
a7
91
+24
+L4
+5
+39
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EEC 446 100 926 1r019 1r116 1,264.9 100 +13
26. As for EEC imports, France's share of Conrmunity exports to the AASM is
steadiiy falling. Although stil1 67.3% Ln L966, it feII to 59.7% Last- year.
During this period the other Member States increased their shares. Itrus it
can be seen that diversification in the trade between the EEC and the AASItt
has operated in both directions.
Among the AASM, the Community's main customers are Zalre, Ivory Coast,
Caneroon, Senegal and the Malagasy Republic. At the same tirne the only Asso-
ciated States that reduced their purchases on the European market in 1970
were Senegal- and Somalia.
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EEC exports to the AASIII in 1970
To $ 1,000 %variation
A11 developing countries
All AASM
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
I,Iali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Vo1ta
Zatre
11,545,000
L,264,933
g, L85
t52.Ot7
27,086
23.326
60,050
38,300
6L,455
24O,157
LL7,]-37
20,23O
22,987
32,56L
7,628
L2O,L9O
17.729
29,152
23, 37 3
263, 37O
+13
+13
+L2
+16
+ l-9
+33
+8
+19
+14
+L4
+11
+36
+10
+31
+44
-9
-9
+L2
+9
+23
27. tlhe EEC's balance of trade with the AASIvI continues to show a deficit;
this amounted in 1970 to $597.4m. For all member countries of the Community
imports from the AASM exceeded exports to the AASM in value, except for France
which still shows a surplus of $52m.
2A. To set the development of trade between the EEC and the AASM against a
wider background, it is worth referring to the Commission's reply to a written
question by !4r. oewulfl. Ttris states that the Community's imports from the
AASI,I increased, between 1958 and L969, from $913m to $1r717m, an increase of
Ag/" i-rl eleven years. Conununity exports did not expand so rapidly, rising from
$713m to $1,117mr an increase of 57%.
By comparison, the volume of US imports from the AASM increased by only
L7% Ln eleven years whereas its exports to the AASM almost doubled between
l-958 and L969, while continuing to show a deficit. The imports of the united
Kingdom increased more than five ti-rnes over during the same period. British
exports to the AASI{ went up by 7L% and still show an appreciable deficit.
Trade between the AASM and ilapan, which was negligible in 1958, has increased
considerably and in 1969 the volume of Japanese exports to the AASM was
greater than that of the United Kingdom's exports.
Written Question No. 3A4/7O' OfficiaL cazette
No. c/17 of 20 February l-971.
of the European Communities
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Chanqes in tariffs
Zg. 11rhe activity reSrort eets out in detail the problem of changes in the
EEC's customs tariff for some tropical products which were the subject of
consultations between the Conununity and the Associated States.
lltre tariff changes relate to unroasted coffee, cocoa beans and crude
palm-oi1. On other tropical products the tariffs have been either suspended
or reduced.
After examining the requests of the AASI"1, the Community finally changed
the measures envisaged only in respect of cinnamon and china wood oiI.
Generalized preferencrs
30. '1rhe report surveys the drawing up and implementation of the EEC's system
of generalized preferences. Ttre problems raised and discussed within the
Association bodies are fairly well known, and because the Community brought
its system of generalized preferences into operation on 1 July 1971 there is
no point in returning to the subject. Ttre only point of interest at present
is world prospects of generalized preferences.
tlhe monetary and trade crisis that broke out in August 197L, which your
rapporteur will discuss later, has placed the Corununity system in a situation
that was not foreseen, though it well could have been. Present trends in
American economic trrclicy hold out no hope at present that a system of gener-
alized preferences will be introduced by the United States. [trat country has
even taken a step in the opposite direction in apprying a LV/" import surcharge
which also hits the manufactures of developing countries.
Shou1d the Community and the other major world trading partners folIow
this example or continue - with possibJ-e changes - their policy of cooperation
in development ?
pressure is being exerted by some industrial sectors in Europe on the
Community to cease applying certain duty-free rates which could place some
local industries in difficulty. Despite this, it is expected that on the
expiry of the present measures (on 31 Decedber L97J-' the end of a sj-x-month
period) the EEC will continue to apply its system on a trial basis. llttis will
be an effective ansvrer to the protectionist trends that have emerged in inter-
national trade over the last siJ< months.
3l-. No doubt, however, the EEC should in future make a thorough reappraisal
of generalized preferences, particularly as regards their repercussions on the
AASIrt. After losing a large measure of their exclusive rights of preferential
access to the markets of the Six, these countries have now seen a dimming of
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the prospect of the counterpart to this 
- 
preferential access to the markets of
the united SLu.tes and other industrialized countries.
As the world's leading trading power, the community should assume respon-
sibilities consistent with the weight it carries. ftre present community, and
even more the enlarged Corununity, will have the leading r6le to ptay in the
world markets for tropical products and it would be as well for it to become
furry aware of its imtrrortance and of the tasks it entairs.
fhere is reason to welcome the initiative recently taken by the European
Commission in presenting a memorandum to the councj.l on a Community policy for
cooperation in developmentl. At, a time when the second Development Decade is
getting under way, this reflects the awareness of community institutions of
the need to express their determination that the Europe of the Sj:r should help
the countries of the trfiird vlorrd in a spirit of solidarJ_ty.
Svstem applicable to aqricultural products
32. As the second Yaound6 Convention came into force on I ilanuary :.:g71 , the
regulations adopted on imports into the Community of the niain agricultural
products originating in the AASI4 will remain in force until 31 ,January Lg75.
Ihese regulations, which were adopted by the Council, concern the system ap-
plicable to the foJ.lowing products: beef and veal, oilseeds and oils, products
processed from fruit and vegetables and from cereals and rice, rice and broken
rice. lftre new system is more favourabl-e to the AASI,I than the previous one, as
Itlr. Guillabert noted in his report last year.
Following eonsultations with the AASM, the CounciL of Ministers also
adopted a regrulation on the system applicable to raw tobacco and another
regulation on imports into the French Overseas D6partements of maize origi-
nating in the AASI"I and the OCT. Similarly, after consultations with the
Associated States, the Council adopted a reguJ-ation on the system applicable
to fishery products which are now to be imported free of duty.
As regards AASM fresh fruit and vegetalrles, a proposal for a regulation
recently submitted to the Council by the Commission provid.es for duty-free
entry and exemption from the lerry. Ttre products in guestion are either fruit
and vegeta.bles not produced in Europe or products mainlysuppliedoutof season.
Definition of 'products oriqinatinq in ...,
33. On 22 April L971 the Association Council adopted a decision on the defi-
1 
*"*or"rdum of the Conunission
eration in development, Doc.
pean Parliament will shortly
to the Council on a Corurunity policy for cootrF
SEC (71) 27OO d6f . of 27 .ruly J_971_. Ttre euro-be delivering an Opinion on this document.
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nition of ,products originating in .. .' and on methods of administrative co-
operation. l1kris clecision is the outcome of prolonged efforts to codify and
round off numerous provisions scattered over several decLsions.
lltre setting up of the Committee on customs cooPeration is also to be
welcomed. Ttris body is answerable to the Association Committee and is resPon-
sible for administrative cooperation to ensure uniform application of the
provisions of the decision referred to-
34. In its report the Association Council mentions four technical questions
unconnected with the decision and still to be settled: determining the origin
of postal packages and of fishery products, deciding on a tolerance for the
inclusion of ,non-originating' components or sPares in machines and plant
listed in Chapters 84 to 92 of the Brussels Nomenclature, and determining the
origin of 'Guinea' or 'Touareg' dyed fabrlcs'
powers were delegated to the Committee of Association to settle these
questions, and a decision was finally taken at the Committee's meeting of
122 October L97L-.
Information and consultation procedure
35. One of the first decisions taken by the Association Council under the new
Convention concerns the procedure for information and consultation on the
application of chapter II of Title I of the convention, that is, Articles
11-15 relating to trade PolicY.
b) the procedure for consultation on measures likely to be adopted by the
Community on customs duties and quantitative restrictions affecting the
AASM or by the Associated States regarding lmport duties;
c) information and consultation procedure for the application of the special
safeguard clause of Article 16;
1[his new decision stipulates that:
a) information and consultation procedure in
of the word (this clause incorporates the
No. L/64. extending them to cover customs
economic cooperation agreements) ;
As regards fishery Products,
expressed by Mauritania - to
originating in ...' for that
trade policY in the strict sense
provisions of council Decision
unions, free trade areas and
the EEc agreed - in response to the concern
a derogation from the definition of 'products
country for an amount of 31500 tons Per annum-
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d) Lhe provision under which the Aesociation Comrnittee reports to the Associa-
tion Council, ln its activity report, on the application of this decision.
The Joint Committee trusts that the implementation of this decision will
consolidate the good relations established between the partners of the Asso-
ciation in trade policy. Ihe parliamentarians have often expressed their
concern at the previous situation where AASM interests were not always taken
into consideration by the Community.
36. Ttre activity report lists the meetings held for consultation and conLact
purposes between the delegations of the EEC l4ember States and of the Asso-
ciated States, notably in UNCTAD, C,ATT and the International Coffee Organiza-
tion. Ttris cooperation at the international level should be continued; aI1
the partners, furthermore, feel that this is necessary. Ivloreover the EEC
Member States and the AASIVI are finding more and more that the Association
provides an invaluable framework for their cooperation and also offers a real
opportunity for effective action at world levell
Itre Parliamentary Conference at Yaound6 asked the Association partners to
work together to promote, at world Ievel, a genuine policy for the primary
products.
An excellent opportunity for doing this, in accordance with Protocol
No. 5 to the Convention of Association, will occur at the llhird World Confer-
ence on Trade and Development at Santiago in Chile next spring at which the
problems of primary products will be one of the main points discussed.
37. Following consultations with the AASM, the Cornmunity decided to re-
introduce customs duties on canned pineapples originating in the States of
East Africa as from 1 April L971 and up to the end of the year. Ttris decision
has allayed the concern expressed by some Associated States about the possible
implications, for their own exports, of exports to the Community of products
originating in East Africa" ftre risk of upsetting an established pattern of
trade was thus avoided.
Quantitative restrictions on imports
38. Under the second Yaound6 Convention the Associated States apply no
quantitative restrictions, or measures having an equivalent effect, to im-
ports originating in EEC Memlcer States, except to meet their development
t
- Ttris aspect of the Association is studied in detail in the working document
prepared by Mr. Glinne on coordination of the action of the 24 partner
States of the Association within the framework of international organiza-
tions for economic and development cooperation.
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needs
surea
9rouP
or
are
of
in the event of barance-of-payments difficultieE.
subject to specific conditlons and to vetting by
experts.
The latter mea-
a jolnt EEC-AASM
1[he group is continuing its work and should shortly bring out a detailed
report on all quantitative restrictions still in force. fhe ,foint Committee
will not fail to comment on this document in due course.
Irlarketinq of AASM products
39. The second Yaound6 Convention contains new provisions on the marketing of
A-rSM products and on the improvement of outlets for them on Community markets.
It is recognized that the regulations so far adopted within the framework of
the free trade system within the Assoclation are not likely, on their own, to
bring about any notable improvement in the flow of trade from the AASM to the
European corununity. It also appears that the EEC market is opening up more
and more to competing products from third count,ries. lltren again the structure
of the operations of some Associated States is going to change rapidly and new
marketing problems will arise.
lfhe new provisions intended to boost the exports of the Associated States
will enable them to call on the Community for financial and technical help in
the marketing of these products and expanding their sale.
40. It is worth noting the publication of the first document sununing up EEC
studies regarding sales promotion of AASI,I products. this is stil]- onJ.y a re-
port by experts whose conclusions in no way prejudge the future attitude of
the EEC or of the governments concerned.
1,lre experts state that a system of tariff preferences, though useful, is
inadequate to ensure a rapid and balanced expansion of trade, and stress the
rrrgent need for AASM governments to take a positive stance on the promotion of
their exports, in order both to defend their established trade positions and
t-o conguer new markets.
Irhe experts' report furttrer notes that in view of the development needs
of the countries in question, there must be a radical change of attitude: the
aim cannot simply be to dispose of output; it must be to expand exports to a
maximum.
lfhe report then details the main ways open to the Associated States to
promote their exports: trade information (a two-way flow between producers
and consumers), trade representation and prospecting, market studies and
marketing, trade promotion drives proper, and the training of cornrnercial-
executive grades.
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It then outlines some of the facilities lEtrat coutd provide support for
export drives: the strengthening of existing \national structures, the crea-
tion of national export centres, multinational r,centresr short-term measures,
and joint services.
In the second part of the report more than 100 pages are devoted to
special proposals concerning each of the products of interest to the AASM:
coffee, cocoa, bananas, oilseeds and oils, tropical- woods, cotton, fruit and
vegetables, groundnuts, hides and skins, pyrethrum, tourism.
fn conclusion the experts recommend:
- 
setting up national centres for promoting external trade in three countries:
Ivory coast, Cameroon and Zalre;
- 
strengthening the Mal-agasy Export Office (Omadex);
- 
setting up four multinational centres for product promotion:
(attached to the OAMCAF), groundnuts, wood and cotton;
- strengthening the ODTA (Organization for the development of
to promote tourism and craft industries;
for coffee
African tourism)
- 
the creation of a joint information service attached to the coordination
secretariat of the African and Malagasy States.
In conclusion the report states that the AASM must be persuaded to switch
from the traditional methods inherited from the days of white dealers to
modern marketing techniques geared to an active interest in and knowledge of
demand and how to win markets.
4L. fhe new scope for trade held out by the second Yaoundd Convention cannot
be exploited to the full unless action is taken to deal with some of the weak
points in the AASM economies.
First of alL the growth of producLion must either keep pace wittr or over-
take that of exports. Production effort must be at least proportionate to
marketing effort" Then again, encouragement must be given to verti-cal diver-
sification of production, i.e. the processing of agricultural products on the
spot for sale as processed products.
Trade promotion l-s essential and priority must be given to training business-
men, entrepreneurs and managers of large enterprises. lltris point appears to
be the condition on which the success of all the others depends. The Joint
Committee would like the Association Council carefully to examine the possibi-
lity of giving direct financial aid to enterprises and other bodies that con-
tribute to the basic or foIlow-up training of administrative and marketing
staff.
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42. As an experiment, the Association decided to finance a Programme under
which the Associated states could participate in international trade fairs and
similar activities in the community. As a reEult the Associated states had'
by3lDecemberLgTo,particlpatedin22sucheventsorganizedinthediffenent
I{ember States.
1lrhe second yaound6 Convention a1lows for such a practice to continue, and
provision has been made to broaden the programme of trade fairs in Africa' The
.Ioint committee strongly encourages the continuation of this policy and would
like to be informed of the results each year'
43. Ttre seventh Report refers to the colloquy on the problems of groundnuts
organized by the senegal authorities with the fj.nanciat aid of the comnunity
and held in Dakar in March Lg7:-. llhe Joint committee calls on the Association
Council and the Community to make a careful study of the proposals made on
that occasion designed inter alia to set up stabilization machinery at the
African regional Ieve1. Provision was in fact made, at the request of the
AASI\il, for steps to be undertaken shortly to work out proposals for practical
action on the basis of the resul-ts of the conferencel.
44. The problems of the African and Malagasy sugar agreement within the Asso-
ciation have not yet been satisfactorily solved. The Community is obviously
in a special position regarding this product. It is to be hoped that a satis-
factory solution to these problens is found before the Convention of Associa-
tion is renewed because ttre enlargement of the Community and of the Association
will make them much more acute.
Irr. Financial and technical cooperation2
45. From the point of view of financial aid, the period covered by the report
on the activities of the Council is in two parts, the first extending to
31 December L97O and terminating credit conunitments under the second EDF, and
the second coinciding with the entry into force of the 1969 Convention and the
third EDF.
46. As soon as the new Convention came into force, the EDF's financial regu-
lation was revised. lfhe new regulation3 includes many new items relating to
1 S.. the reply to IrIr. Vredeling's Written Question No. 256/71 to the Conmris-
sion (Officiaf cazette of the European Conmunities No. C 1I5 of 13 November
L97L) -
2 
,11r" rapporteur drew up this chapter, largely on the basis of the Conunission's
report io the association Council on the administering of financiaL and tech-
ni'c"f cooperation from l,ranuary to 3l- Decedber L97O, Doc. 3/I1T. of 25 Novem-
ber 1971.
3 S". official Gazette of the European Corununities No. L/3L, I February L97L-
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measures for carrying out the Fund's operations. It suffices to mention the
measures likei7 to help towards raising risk capital and the execution of
' integrated projects' .
'Integrated projects' cover a range of measures involving mainly invest-
ments in production sectors. 1ltre distinctive features of these intenrentions
must be their unitlr of purpose and continuity of application. Ttre European
Conunission studies integrated projects from the standpoint of macro-economics
and of Community deveLopment policy. Ttre European Investment Bank, for its
part, looks into qr-restions relating to capacity of indebtedness and the fi-
nancial aspects of the problem.
work of the Association Council- on financial and technical cooperation
47. After a great deal of preparatory work, the new fiscal and customs system
applicable in the AASI{ to contracts financed by the Community was finalized by
the Association Council on 22 April 1971. trtre .Toint Conunittee welcomes this
decision which should provide a satisfactory solution to the problems - some-
times particuLarly difficult - that used to be raised by the fiscal and cus-
toms system applied by the AASM to contracts financed by the EDF.
Tlhe new system includes some interesting changes and innovations including
many exemptions from customs duties and taxes. It came into force with imme-
diate effect and is thus applicable to contracts financed by the third EDF and
also to contracts on the first and second EDF not yet concluded at that date.
4A. Ehe general specifications for EDF contracts, which had been under study
for a long time, vrere finally adopted at the Association Council's meeting of
30 November 1971. Ttre agreement reached on this point between the AASM and
the EEC is to be welcomed, for this new text will standardize the conditions
for invitations to tender, the participation of the enterprises concerned, and
the award of contracts throughout the Associated States. It will ttrus be
easj.er for enterprises from all the countries concerned to take part on an
equal footing, the end in view being to make the procedure public.
49. At the ministerial meeting at Tananarive, the Communitlr presented a state-
ment on the maintenance and operation of investments financed by the EDF. In
this the Conununitlz stresses the importance it attaches to the sound utilization
and lasting effectiveness of the investments it has financed, and indicates a
series of measures which should enabLe the Associated States to carry out com-
mitments concerning the maintenance and operation of investments.
Ttre psychological aspect of this problem escapes no one, and the ,foint
Committee trusts that the partners of the Association will find flexible and
effective ways of removing any difficulties that may arise in this field.
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50. lltre ,Ioint Committee noted with satisfaction that on 22 AptLL 1971 the
Councit again stated its attitude on the general policy for financial and
technical cootrreration. [tre application of Article 29 of the new Convention
is, in the opinion of the parliamentarians, essential to the sound operation
of the Association in a spirit of fruitfuJ- cooperation between its partners.
EDF's activities
5l-. According to the latest information available at the time of drawing up
this report, the total financial aid granted by the EEC to the 18 AASM, in-
cluding ErB loans, amounts to approximately 11300 million u.a., broken down as
follows:
first EDF
second EDF
third EDF
52. lltre figures relating
below:
a) First European Development Fund
Commitments and expenditure at 31 December 1970
(to
(to
(to
3I December 1970) z 474 millions,
30 ilune 1971) z 543 millions,
24 November 1971) : 196 rnillions-
to the activity of each of the three funds are given
'"#itil"t" ExPenditure
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African RePublic
chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rvranda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
Za!-re
1I
26
27
18
L7
19
t4
2L
40
24
L2
I
11
25
7
l_8
13
16
4,989
52,779
18, 131
27,924
24,594
20,778
L7,759
39,659
56,265
42,O3O
t5r379
31, 355
4r960
43,637
9 1849
L5,929
28,293
L9,52L
4,849
48,704
L4,93L
27,3].4
23,301
19,015
L6,677
36, 198
54,994
4L,189
15,020
27,997
4,872
36,28r
9,496
15,201
26,942
15,o94
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b) Second European Development Fund
Conmitments as at 31 Dlarch 1971 (1rOOO u.a.)
I
N
\o
I
o
ro
D
tr
N
N(,
oOtj"
COUNTRY
Econ.6
inves
social
tment
Aid
versi
:o di-
:ication product-
tion
Grants
to!-dA Aid tied
to
investm.
Grants
Gen.
techn.
coop.
Grants
'Emer-
9encyhelp
Grants
Adm. &
techn.
suPer-
vision
Grants
TOTAL
Advances toprice stabilr-
zation fundsGrants
Loans on
sPec.
terms Grants
Loans on
gPec.
terms
Burundi
Cameroon
Central- African
Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
lladagascar
I'1al- i
&lauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper volta
Zaire
10,157
26,L37
15, 568
23r43L
L3,l4g
r5,653
1o,766
2.6L4
34,031
25,29L
12, 300
20.sLL
7,222
L21984
13,381
1o,749
20,656
47,43O
t,itt
L,2L5
:
2.5OO
6,013
:
.
3, 000
5.25O
810
Lr5L4
r, 501
4,7LO
L,592
4,000
40,L87
7 rOL6
L,4LL
2,246
Lr625
5 r25O
LO,679
6r 500
2.476
5r 000
9, OOO
z, isr
,_r,
o,lgs
L,862
2,7 54
-
6r 0oo
t,Ztz
5r 056
4.176
3,918
-
22,O94
4rl3g
4,396
to,izt
, r:au
2,582
40r
L.629
L r465
607
793
2r428
g2
L,273
L.497
257
L r54g
2.98L
L67
3 r47L
1,572
L.434
534
424
544
l_50
67
34
2
5
240
100
5
2AO
1r488
15
1, 558
38
4,603
1r 013
101_
zz5
Lr24O
626
Lr'743
1,495
L,254
975
724
s45
L.392
L.824
909
s17
L.O25
507
L,223
517
572
L,224
940
19,o49
51,909
25,739
33,109
L9,475
22.672
20,244
56.923
69,2L3
33,348
L8rO79
29,6LO
L7.448
55,.496
26,667
18, 534
29 1352
7L.5O7
1r000
916
L.'76'7
:
L2,O2'l
e,iro
Administrative
and financial
er<penditure
1,933
General total
AASIT,I 322,L4O 20,O99 ]-L]- .757 24.389 84,983 24,52L 8 r694 2,579 I8, Ol2 620,LO1 L3.620
I(,
o
I
c) Ehird European Development Fund
commitments as at 7 october 1971 (rrooo u.a.)
(a)Balance of total credits of 5,5OO,OOO u.a. nad€ avatl.b1e by tlte cdmi!3ior !o the Principal of the EDE to
finance technlcal cooperation tied to lnvestnent by 'acceleratedl Procealure'.(b) Bal.rce of total c!€d-its of 5OO,OOO u.a. nade avallalte by the Cmission to the PtinciPll aut-hortrtng offtcer
of the Em for f,tnanctng genelat technical cooperatlon and aLa neasureE for n.lketing anat saleE Prdlotion of
AASII proaluctB by'accelerateal procetlure'.(c)Not covered by a proj€ct.
o!o
b
ru
N
N)(,
P.
Or
:.
COUNTRY
Econ. and s
'-siE;I:--T
dies I
I
ocial inve
rnEEie;E-t
rate I
rebates I
stment
-EoE;I- Tiedtech.
coop.(c)
ieneral tec
--E=r;---r
& adv. I
training I
:El:-gggeOther
mea-
sures
Aid to
marketing
and sales
promotion
Except-
ional
aid
Adn.
exes TOTAL
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African
Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
!4aIi
Flauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
ZraLf e
10,006
L8,437
3,320
2,056
2.82'l
15,844
522
L7,742
LO,622
5r855
950
16,017
3,263
11r 533
5,061
l_5,960
)n,
4L4
287
79
10,006
18, 678
3,320
2,056
21827
J-6,258
522
L7.742
]-o.622
5,855
950
L6r3O4
3,263
1r, 533
5,L4O
15,960
83
56
50
30
L76
183
L49
333
428
16s
564
2,494
3L4
115
685
L,L9-7
963
932
539
245
o
687
23
101
300
L,43O
3,501
2r8O7
1r 815
178
346
43L
3L2
234
L76
L44
393
437
267
LA2
269
L4L
333
L5S
t42
351
336
LO 2 2"*7
19, O80
481
3,763
2,466
4,L49
].6.4O2
Ir 751
utA44
LL,325
647
8 1657
3,830
20,575
6,343
12,360
8r 503
L6.296
Total AASM 14Or 015 L,O2L 141,036 7 rO22 2,679 9 7LO 10,054 4,83O L66.34O
Funds not allocated 7,737 230 2,560 851 11,378
Credits blocked L,804 ( a 267 (b) 2.O7L
53. Itre Joint Comnittee is very gratified at the speed with which the EDF got
under way. ':he preparatory work done by the d.epartrnents of the European Com-
mission made it possible to go on to the adoption of a great number of fi-
nancing decisions without delay, as soon as the new Convention came into
force.
llhanks to the excellent work done by its d.elnrEnents, the Commission was
able to take 80 financing decisions under the third EDF by 24 November 197I;
the total number of conunitments now amounts to approxinately 196 million u.a.
54. The action of the thircl EDF is directed mainly towards the development
of economic infrastructure and production.
Breakdown bv sector of commitments of the third EDF(at 7 oct. 1971) %
- development of production 19.1
- 
economic infrastructure 5]..2
- 
social development (incJ-ud.ing seholarships) 18.8
- trade promotion L.7
- 
exceptional aids 5.4
- miscellaneous 3.8
Ihese figures may be compared with those for the two previous Funds on
the basis of the following table:
Breakdown bv sector of commitments of the first and second EDF
first Fund second Fund(at 31 oec. 1970)
agricultural and industrial
production (including energ.y)
transport and communications
social development
miscellaneous
25.s%
44.O%
2A.7%
,.n/"
52.5%
26.L%
L9.5%
o.9%
55. The Joint Committee particularly welcomed the speed with which decisions
were taken under the third EDF regarding exceptional aid in the event of faIls
in prices or of disasters, under Article 20 of the second Yaound6 Convention.
Ivlention should be made of the aid given to groundnut producers in Senegal
(3.6m u.a.), of the emergency measures (2.8m) decided upon to deal with the
drought suffered by Somal-ia, and of the aid given to Niger in combating the
cholera epidemic.
56. fhe ,Joint Committee has noted that the ceiling of 64m u.a. provided for
in the first Yaound6 Convention for ordinary loans from the European Invest-
ment Bank was not reached; the loans granted to the AASM up to 1970 amounted
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to 49.1n. Ehis amount is broken down as follows:
- 
Cameroon (11 .3m u.a. or 23%)
- congo ( 9.0rn rt rt L8/")
- 
Gabon ( 3.2m rr rr 7%l
- Ivory Coast (11 .7m rr 't 24%l
- 
Mauritania (11-.Om rr r! 22%)
- 
Senegal ( 2.4m rr rr 5%l
- 
Upper Volta ( 0.5m tr rt l%)
Of the 49.1m u.a. earmarked by the Bank for 1-7 operations, disbursements
amounted to 34.5m u.a. at the end of L97Q' or 7O%i 9 loans to an amount of
28.6m u.a. were paid out in fulL.
Under the new Association Convention the EIB made the following four
loans in 1971- from its own funds:
- 
16.4m u.a. to a mi.ning company in Zaire for the development of the copper
industry (at 8.75% for I Years) ;
- 
3.5m u.a. to an enterprise in the Cameroon for the production of electrici-
ty (at 8.75% for 12 Years) ;
- 
L.44m u.a. to an hotel enterprise in Senegal for the construction of
tourist infrastructures (at 8.75% for 15 years, with a 3Pl" interest rebate
to be paid bY the EDF);
- 
1.6m u.a. to a finance company in ZaLre for the development of the textile
industry @.5% for 9 years, with a 2% i,niuerest rebate ).
57. fhe Joint Committee has always been concerned about the difficult prob-
l-ems met in the execution of EDF projects.
In the past it was \irorried by the deJ-ays that often occurred in the
practical execution of projects. It has therefore weLcomed the efforts made
by EDF departments to increase technical assistance to those resPonsible for
supervising the execution of work.
lfhe report on the administration of aid in 1970 refers to another prob-
lern met in executing EDF projects. lftris is the difficulties that can arise
because some AASIvI administrations are quite unable to meet the financial com-
mitments agreed to within the framework of a project to a J-arge extent
financed by the EDF. As far as possible an effort should be made to finance
complete projeets, without any contribution from the beneficiary State.
Similarly it woul-d be desirable for the Community to meet any exceptional
maintenance costs on investments by the EDF in cases where the beneficiary is
unable to do so from its own resources.
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At the end of the financial year L97O. the expenditure of the aecond
EDF amounted to approximateLy 52% of corunitrnents, as compared with 35% at the
end of L969, whereas the expenditure of the first EDF covered. 90% of commit-
ments. Taken together, the payments made under the two Funds amounted at the
end of 1970 to approximately 69/" of the total sums committed.
58. As regards the use made of compJ-eted EDF projects, the Joint Corunittee
has noted with interest the comments made in the report on the administra-
tion of aid about the studies undertaken by the Conunission to assess the
utilization and effectiveness of such projects. f'he results of this investi-
gation will no doubt provide the Association Council with valuabl-e informa-
tion for the purpose of determining guidelines for financial and technical
cooperation.
59 - Ttre Commission's report on the administration of aid in l-970 points out
that some of the AASM benefited from help given by the EEC to the developing
countries in the form of food aid, fal-ling beyond the scope of the Yaound6
'lConvention-. lltris action was continued and expanded in L971. to the benefit
notably of several of the AASM, in pursuance of the new international conven-
tion on food aicl of 1971.
this aid is very valuable to the AASM which are among the least favoured
of the developing countries and whose food purchases account for a fifth of)their imports'.
This provides for the supply of wheat, secondary cereals and mil-k products
free of charge. EEC aid is normally given f.o.b. at Conununity ports. Ttre
beneficiary government undertakes to seIl on its internal market at normal
conditions the quantities supplied, and to pay the proceede into a special
account intended for financing development projects.
In exceptional cases, however, food aid is granted on a c.i.f. basis (supply
of maize to Somalia for example) ; in thiE case the supplies are distributed
free to the people of the beneficiary country.
AASM rice imports have increased by 50 per cent in the trnst two years,
wheat imports W 25 per cent. Even Madagascar has become an importer of
rice.
- 
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Education and trainlnq
60. TtreJolnt Committee has frequentJ-y streesed the absolute need to give
priority to this sector. It was sorry to note that in L97O/7L, for the first
time for many years, the number of EEC scholarshl-ps and traineeships did
not increase: during the school year 1970/71 fite nuilber of schoLarehips and
traineeships given to nationals of the Associated States (aaSU and OCT)
totalled 2.824 (compared with 2,950 in the previous year).
Breakdown of scholarships l-970'zI by countrv of orioin of holders
Country Studies TraLnee-ships
Correspondence
coursesr
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Ivladagascar
I,1ali
I{auritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
SomaLia
Togo
Upper Volta
Zalre
Total
r73
L72
57
47
25
130
40
L66
81
74
6
LO2
L74
LL7
193
159
123
331
43
300
25
51
60
44
66
L45
189
46
3
304
46
109
75
L34
171
5
119
4
1
L74
L4
36
I
80
L2
10
3
l_
6
16
7
L54
2,L72 650 1,811
Breakdown of scholarships from 1960 to 197I
:::|!:y-:f y"-r year year year year year year year year year year
;';i3#"" 6o/6L 6L/62 62/63 63/64 64/6s 6s/66 66/67 67/6s 6s/6s 6s/7o 7o/7L
9 19 32 68 103 103 153 L54 L54 175
9 4L 54 I39 206 206 L79 LAz 202 L72
2L328443424397757
30 29 32 62 54 44 g7 60 47
23 26 130 1I8 42 60 37 29 25
20 27 65 82 85 89 97 L20 r30
36 35 42 18 2t 22 38 4t 4044 50 75 111_ 119 llL I81 t96 L6639 42 A4 1I0 66 69 94 109 81
24 32 44 28 48 56 51 58 741115253148526595
2L 32 42 45 50 52 91 69 LO2I0 31 65 70 Lt4 L27 L43 L52 L74l_9 35 34 29 35 67 95 101 LL735 48 96 90 L28 L52 169 182 193
7 32 7L 77 89 103 L15 L66 1s916 37 60 63 87 L28 156 L73 t2369 81 L69 3L7 333 369 361 333 331
42
-5919
6t2
138
L2 23
347
2-
L4
515
78
4L3
-30611
I3
457
Burundi
Cameroon
Centr.Afr.
Republ-J.c
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Irory Coast
Ivladagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
ZaTre
66 305 466 653 11269 Lr6O4 1,663 L.857 2rL35 2,23L 2.L72Total
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6I. As reg;-'ds financing EEC scholarschips, it is to be noted that under
the new Convention this prograr[ne is entirely taken over by the EDF, w]rereas
under the first Conventl-on it was financed jointly by the EDF and out of the
Comnission' s operating budget.
For the period corresponding to the second EDF the breakdorrn of expend-
iture lras as follorrs:
- 
28.945.500 u.a. borne by the EDF
- 
610001000 u.a. borne by the Conunission.
During the period prior to
programme, which began in l-960,
operating budget and not to the
3rLll 1317 u.a.1
the Yaound6 Convention Lhe scholarship
was entirely charged to the Commission's
EDF. The expenditure in question was
62. Thescholarship progranme for the current academic year (L97L/72)
provides for the financing of 21784 scholarships and traineeshipsr 500
part-time scholarehips and 2r000 scholarships for correspondence courses.
In the case of scholarships and traineeships, training will be given to
L.L22 students in the EEC, and to 1,612 students in the AASItl. Out of a total
of 41784 scholarships, traineeships and ccrespondence courses, 21110 scholar-
ehips will be awarded to students who have not yet had the benefit of the
EEC's training programme, while the remainlng 21674 echolarships will be
for students already receiving training under the Conununity prograrune.
fhe cost of this is estimated at 6.2m u.a.
63. While stressing the importance of the aid the EEC provides for the
Associated States in the form of scholarships, the .foint Corunittee has
pointed out that it is not, advisabLe to award scholarships for studies
which do not allow the pick of young Africans to be integrated in the world
of commerce and management or to play a direct part in the process of
economic development.
Itris is why lt welcomed the fact that the 500 traineeships provided
for under the current programne include part-tirne in-service training in
management for administrative and supervleory grades in industry and for
managers of small enterprises.
SimitarJ-y, J.n awarding scholarsh:Lps1 the freguently inadequate quali-
fications of teachers should be borne in mind. Priority should therefore be
given to teacher-training progranmes and to obtaining qualified staff.
1 Reply to Written Question No. L6L/7L by Ivlr. Dewulf to the Commission(Official- cazette of the European Conrmunities No. C/82, 15 August 1971).
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The foll-owlng table ehowe how EEC scholarshlps have been distrLbuted
by subject:
Distribution of scholarships by gubiect (AASM + OCT)
(percentage)
1961 L962 1963 L964 196s
/62 /63 /64 /6s /66
L966 L967 1968 L969
/67 /68 /6e /7o
Economics
Agriculture
Technology
Fema1e occupations
33.2 37 .5 29 .7
20.5 L4.3 17.1
46.3 35.2 39.2
-13L4
24.L 23.7
L5.7 22.9
45.7 42.7
L4.5 LO .7
27.9 24.4
24.4 24.7
35.1 39.3
11.6 11.6
24.6 27.3
24.O 24.4
37 .0 35 .4
L4.4 t2.9
64. In order to assess the utillzation of the training given, the Commission
had a survey by correspondence earrLed out in 1969 among all former scholar-
ship-holders of the perlod, L96O/L967.
As regards exanination results, the survey shor.red that
- 
out of 21121 nationals of the AASM 74.4 % (or 11578) were successful;
- 
L4.q % br 3o7) failed;
- 
11.2% (or 236) did not finish their traineeships on studies for various
reasons.
More than two-thirds of former scholarship-hoLders stated that their
professional reintegration took place smoothly and that the training received
had been necessary for them to obtain their present posts. More than 80 %
occupy positions in the public sector; 11.5 % are employed in the private
sector. Approximately 40 % of former scholarship-holders who obtained a
diploma, certificate or other evidence of qualification stated that this was
not recognized in their country.
65. Apart from scholarships and traineeships2 the Commission finances
follow-up training courses lasting five months for AASM officials occupying
posts of some responsibility in the civil service of their countries.
Trainees are attached to a department of the Commission whose work bears a
direct relation to the occupation of partJ-cipant,s.
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Follow-up traininq courEes 1959'1971
countrv of orioin of offl-cials
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
I{ali
Maurltania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Vol-ta
Zalte
Number
I
7
5
2
5
I
5
3
l2
6
3
7
4
9
7
9
l2
3I
Total: L43
IV. TLre monetarv crisis and development aid
66. I'he monetary crisis, reeulting from the economic measures taken by the
American covernment on 15 Augrust L97L. occurred after the period covered by
the report on the activities of the Councj.I. It is nevertheless a matter of
concern to the parllamentarians of the Association.
We do not wish to open a debate on the reasons for the American deci-
sions of 15 August L971. It is, however, clear that the United States has
added to the difficultLes of the Western world by this unilateral stand
which has, once agaJ.n undermined Western cohesion and increased the under-
developed countries' anxiety about their economic arowth.
67. The problems in regard to development aid created by the present,
sj.tuation have already been debated at length in international forums,
notably at sessions of the IINCTAD Council and meetings held by the developing
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b)
c)
d)
countrl-es at Adc'' '-ababa1 and ln l,ima in October and November 197L in
preparation for the third Unlted Natl-ons Conference of Trade and DeveJ-opment.
Ttre CommissLon hae made a detal-led aErsessment of ttre repercussions of the
American *a"",rta"2.
58. Broadly, the disadvantages of the present situatLon are as fol-lows:
a) fhe ten percent surchange and the general tendency to cut importe will
have an adverse effect on e:q>orts from the developing countries to the
United States, especially as the United States is unlikely to implement
the generalized preferences it has advocated hitherto in an attempt to
avoid discussing ways of stabilLzLng primary commodity prices. The AASM
countries concerned most directly are Madagasca.3, z.i=" and the rvory
Coast.
1rhe decision to float the currencies of some industrialLzed countries in
relation to the dollar will increase the price of industrial products
sold by them to the developing countries. A commitment to purchase more
goods from the developing countries at profitable prices would be the
only way to offset this further det,erioration in their terms of trade.
While currencies float, it ls J.mpossible to place contracts affording any
security to African sellers if prlces are quoted in dollars (the normal
currency for some primary commodity quotations) and are paid either in a
currency which is floating in relation to the dolIar or l-n dollars whose
value is uncertain.
The fluctuation of the dollar in relatlon to some European currencies
makes it impossible to give quotations in dollars for future deliveries
without incurring the risk of heightened speculation on primary conunodity
prices to the detriment of producers and contract stability.
ahe 27 African countries attending the ministerial meeting at Addis-Ababa
drew up an 'African action programme' for UNCTAD; this programme sets outthe principle that Africa, as the most backward of all the developing
regions, should receive a correspondingJ-y greater share of multilateral
and bilateral aid.
It also calls upon the United States to canceL the l0 % surcharge on
imports from Africa and waive the 10 % reduction in foreign aid, for thebenefit of all the devel-oplng countries, without descrimination.
An extract from the Commission's memorandum on this subject is annexed to
this report (Annex IV).
For exanple the American duty on vanilla has risen from 3 % Eo L3 % as a
result of the surcharge.
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e)
f)
fhe mairagement of EEC financial aid has been complicated by the fact
that figrures for some European currencl-es used to finance European aid
are cul-culated in units of account. Ttrere ie furthermore no longer any
Iega1 basLs for calculating thLs conversion of the accounting currency
into European currencLes, except in the case of the French franc.
Although the total- anount of the EDF remains fixed in units of account,
it will faIl if it is calculated in currencies effeetively revalued in
relation to the dollar, the result 
- 
except in the case of palments to
contractors who are nationals of countrieE whose floating currency is
involved 
- 
will be a small-er contribution to the EDF in the currency
concerned"
g) The International Monetary Fund ceased to operate on 15 August L97L;
World Bank operations in favour of the developing countries have there-
fore been suspended.
h) American aid to the developing countries wLlI be reducetl by 10 /" or the
equivalentof five to six miLlion dol1ars per year as far as the AASM are
concerned. Of the AASIvI countries, Zalre and the Ivory Coast will probably
be the worst affected by thls measure.
69. In designing a new international monetary system (regardless of whether
it is founded on gold, on a new complex, weighted standard 
- 
for example the
proposed 'product currency' based on a number of primary commodities includ-
ing gold - or on a new non-national- reserve currency) a ttre difficulties
experienced by the developing countries as a result of the monetary crisis
must be taJcen into account; they should be consulted and their opinions care-
1fully considered-. lltre European delegates to the Council of the Ten and
International Monetary Fund, should give serious thought to this problem
and do more than merely slzmpathize with the fate of the developj.ng countries
as victirns of the crisis in a monetary system that, has been j:nposed on them.
7O. llhe suggestion was made in the iloint CommLttee that the EEC Ivlember '
States should und,ertake to malntain the endowment of the third EDF at the
Pre-monetary crisis level, by agreeing to pay their contributions in their
national currencies at the parities fixed in retation to the unit of account
when the Convention was signed.
I
- In a resolution adopted on 20 September 1971 in ceneva the Trade and
Development Council stat,ed 'that all the countries concerned and inparticular the developing countries, should participate fully in con-
sultationsand negotiations concerning the reform of the international-
monetary systemr.
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y. Trhe applicatiorr :rf Ivlauritius for accessLon to the Yaound6 Convention
jL. On 21 September Lg7L, a ![auritian delegation submitted an application
for association with the European Economic community, involving the accession
of Mauritius to the present Yaound6 Convention.
Mauritius has been independent since 1968 and is a member of the Common-
wealth; since 1970 it has been a member of the Common African, Malagasy and
Ivlauritian OrganJ.zation (OCAMM) . Sma11 in area (1850 km2) , it has a population
of about 83OrOOO. Economic development problems are particularly acute in
the island because its economy is traditional-ly dependent on the production
of cane sugar which accounts for approximately 96 % of its exports, about
43 % of the gross national product, while providing employment for 40 % of
the active PoPulatlon.
Under the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement, Flauritius has guaranteed access
to the gritish market at negothted prices for an annual quota of 3711000
metric tons of sugar. Sales of sugar to the United Kingdom represent 7L % of
I,lauritius' exports.
72. Ttre ConmissLon dell-vered a favourable opinion on the application by
Mauritius and called for early negotiations. The Council adopted a favourable
decieion of principle, and gave the European Conunission a negotiating mandate.
At its December 1971 sesELon, the European Parliament voted in favour of
the applicatLon by Mauritius for accession to the Yaound6 Convention on the
basis of a report submitted on behalf of the Committee on relations with
African States and Madagascarl.
I Report by Mr. SeefeLd.
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PART TWO
TEE DEVELOPMBTT OF TIIE ASSOCIATIOiI: FRO!4 YAOUNDE I TO YAOUNDE II At{D BEYOND
I. Industrialization of the Aesociated States
73. For some years now the probJ-em of the industrial development of the AASM
has been arousing growing interest wittrin the Associationl. In general, how-
ever, the industrialization of the AASM ie still at an early stagel despite
the undoubted progreEs achieved after the Second World War and an even more
rapid advance since Independence.
For the AASM as a whole the contribution of manufacturing industries to
tlre gross national product is on average around LO.5%2, whereas it is more
Lhan 24% for Latin America and in excesE of 20% for the Far East and South
East Asia (excluding Japan).
74. Ttre fact that only a limited number of industrlal projects - most of
which are in any case agro-industrial undertakings - are being financed by the
EDF or EIB from Conmunity resources confirms the difficulty experienced by the
AASM in moving ahead wittr their industrialization.
What then is the present position in regard to industrialization of the
AASM ?
In so far as industrialization of ttre AASM is directed towards satisftzing
the needs of national markets, the poseibilities are very soon exhausted. It
is then necessary to expl-ore other openings, i.e. industrialization geared to
wider African markets (regional industries) or industrialization with a view
to exporting products to the developed countries (najor export industries).
75. The lack of cooperation and regional economic integration between the
AASM is ttre main obstacle at present to the creation of regional industries3.
In its Resolution of 22 April l-971 on a policy for fLnancial- eooperation the
Association Council rightly states that it is 'neceEsary to plan industrial-
ization at the level of a viable economic area while taking steps to avoid ttre
risk of unbalanced development within a given region when certain criteria are
not observed'.
I] see the report by !4r. Dewulf on industrialization (Doc. 31, l-0.1.1970).
". et woa market prices.
'A recent study by the EEC Conunission shows tlat none of ttre 105 industrial-
ization projects proposed in l-967 by EEC experts has so far been completed
on the baeis of regional cooperation between several countries (see Annex
III) .
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It is up to the Africans themselves to take the first step because the
limited size of their national markets is a very serious handicap to any real
industrialization. But at present each State tends to concentrate on its own
problems, without recognizing the fact that African prosperity cannot be con-
fined within individual frontiere; this can only lead to heightened nation-
alism because of the inevitable and growing gap between nations that are en-
dowed with richly varied natural resources and those that are much poorer.
Africa will be unable to progress beyond small production units if inter-
African trade in products which could reduce the pressure of imports is cur-
taited by national considerations such as to<ation. Is it not paradoxical and
against the interests of the African continent as a whole that to increaEe
revenue from indirect taxation individuat African countries etill prefer cars
imported from Europe (and therefore attracting the full customs duty) to vehi-
cles of the same make assembled in a neighbouring African country on which the
duty would be either less or nil ?
1[rhe African governments should accept tlre need for short-term sacrifices:
it is better to lose fiscal revenue for a few years if the Eubsequent develop-
ment of production in all the countries belonging to the same regional
grouping will largely offset these losses at a l-ater date. Ttrere will then be
a coordinated distribution of investment both in production for export and in
production for the domestic African market.
76" A strong promotional drive should be undertaken, both by ttre Associated
States and by Lhe EEC - making allowance of course for the scoPe of local
resources - to develop the 'major export' industries which Etill hold out real
promise to the African countrieE.
TLre EEC coul-d use its financial reeources to back all efforts to Promote
the sale of industrial products orlginating in the AASM. Community aid could
also be used to provide full information to potential investors and set up
- through appropriate financial machinery - a European Eystem to guarantee
private investments against non-comnercial risks.
Africans should try to obtain the necessary technical and financial as-
sistance from outside under ne-\,r arrangemente associating local- interests with
European capital in order to gain a foothold on markets abroad. Because there
is usually a world market for the products concerned (e.9. textiles, edible
oils, certain cattl-e fodders, canned fish or meat), entry into an association
wittr a specialized European company operating on large national or interna-
tional markets is desirable as a means of gaining substantial commercial
backing.
ftre specific requirements of eaeh country and industry must always be
examined separately, bearing in mind the possibilities offered by its irunedi-
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ate neighbours or its proxinity to the sea and means of transport because the
essential reguirement is to determine the types of industrial production which
can be sufficiently competitive in the AASIvt.
Ttre importance of competition from other developing countries which offer
identical products must not be underestimated: in particular a study must be
made of operating conditions in competitive countries with special reference
to labour costs and productivity, the fertllity of the land, local traditLons
and the position held by local products on the markets of the industrialized
countries.
Lastly for some producte competition from equivalent products originating
in the industrialized countries is also an important factor (e.9. cotton and
soya from the United States, sunflowers and cotton from the USSR); during
periods of high production, surpluses are dumped on the world market, at excep-
tionally low prices. Ihere may even be no outlets for African primary commod-
ities such as oilseed and oils processed in the AASM if competitive oils (soya
or sunflower oil) are produced in European factories from raw material-s pur-
chased at prices which bear no relation to the producer's costs.
77. A new approach to tle whole problem of industrialization of the AASM (and
of the deveJ-oping countries in general) may therefore be necessary now that it
has been found that the traditional concept of the expansion of international
trade is ultimately beneficial to t?re richest and prejudiciaL to the poorest
nations 
"
In other words inter-African economic integration must r*rerever possible
be the guiding principle behind industrialization; industrial production must
be developed with ttre initial assistance of foreign technicians so that it can
make a real impact on tfie market.
Ttre mining resources of some African States are a good example of a use-
ful approach to development, in those cases where they can be exploited and to
some extent processed IocaIIy because ample energry supplies are available.
78. With regard to the industrialization of the AASM, it is worth drawing
attention to a study of the possibilities for establishing export industries
in the AASM which has just been made by a group of French economists at the
request of the EEC Commi""iorr1. fhis research is a useful addition to the
study completed in 1967 of 'substitutory industries', i.e. industries which
produce goods for the local market in order to replace certain imports.
I oo. . virJ.r/A4l (2t1, September LglL.
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The new study stresses the production of goods for which the principal
markets are in the industrialized countriee and above all in the EEC to which
the AASIVI have privileged access. The textlle eector has, however, been
omitted from the general study; it will be the subject of a separate Paper.
Iftre experts began by elirninating the sectors in which the AASM have no
special advantage over the industrialized countries; next they made an eco-
nomic choice among the sectors in which, on the contrary, ttre advantages were
obvious. On the basis of an analysJ-s of the manufactured goods which the in-
dustrialized countries import from the developing countries, and an analysis
of the goods that the AASM can manufacture and export competitively, the
experts eompiled a list of activities. A 'tabl-e of priorities' was thus drarpn
up using series of economic criteria so as to assess the chances of success
of each of the various types of product. A first sel-ection was therefore made
which wil-I have to be followed by feasibility studies based on market researc?1
analysis of the marketing networks and technical and economic analysis of
the projects envisaged.
fkre list of products imported by the induetrialized countries from the
developing countries includes 328 separate items processed from local re-
sources or produced by craft industries. Some of ttreee items cannot be of
interest to the AASM. An analysis of local resources enabled a list of about
100 processing activities to be drawn up. To t?rese were added the craft in-
dustries giving a total of some 200 activitiee. L2O of these have been recog-
nized as 'viable'.
To complete actual projects, the Conrnission of the European Conununities
considered it essential to make a selection among the activities listed in
this study. Ttre departments of the Commiseion finally proposed selecting 22
products, 20 of which are drawn from the etudy by tJle experts whil-e 2 axe
taken from the 1957 list relating to 'Eubstitution industries' , bearing in
mind the fact that these products can be both marketed locally and ex-
ported: manufacture of paper, cardboard and packing materials; produetion of
tyres and articles in rubber and latex. lftre following 22 sectuoxs were se-
lected: manufacture of ceramic products; processing of pyrethrurn; processing
of vegetable products to obtain chemical or pharmaceutical compounds; smelting
non-ferrous metals; production and assembly of electrical equipment; manufac-
ture of electric batteries; production and assembly of electronic equipment;
extraction of oil from tropical ol-lseeds; fruit canning; fiEh and shelLfish
canning; manioc processing; initial processing of cocoa; manufacture of soluble
coffeei manufacture of cigars and cigarillos; tanning and by-products of
slaughtering; glove-making, production of leather goods and leather clothing;
shoe manufacture; initiaL processing of wood; manufacture of furniture and
ottrer articles in wood; manufacture of paper, cardboard and packing materials;
manufacture of tyres and articl-es in rubber and latexi manufacture of dolls
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and toys.
After a working meeting held in Brussels from 8 to 12 November 1971 and
attended by representatives of the AASM concerned, it was finatly decided to
carry out feasibility studies of about ttrirty activities.
79. At its session in llamburg the Parliamentary Conference called upon the
Commission of the Conununities to 'adapt its departments responsible for finan-
ciaL and technical aid to the new requirements of a sustained policy for in-
dustrialization of the AASM'I. In repJ-y to a written question by IvIr. Dewulf2,
the Cornmission of the Comnunities stated that it had not felt it advisable to
form a special unit bringing together the d.epartments responsible for the
problems of industrial development of the AASM because it wished to avoid,
splitting its departments up into separate sections; t?ris would be incompat-
ible wittt a coherent and comprehensive approach to the problems of each coun-
try or region. ftre Conunission iE, however, anxious to ensure effective coor-
dination of its different departments responsible for the industrialization of
the AASI1 as well as further coordination with the European Investment Bank.
In discussing thls question, the ,foint Committee again raised ttre problem
of the structure of the European Commission's departments. It regretted the
Iack of a follovr-up service to keep in touch with the practical implementation
of industrialization projects studied within the framework of Conununity aid.
Ttre Joint Conunittee also hoped that ae far as possible, measures would be
taken to ensure 'decentralization' of the EDF adninistration by entrusting in-
creased poh'ers to the authorizing officers and that some administrative rules
could be made more f1exible.
80. The problem of industrialization of the AASM is inextricably linked with
the introduction of generalized preferences on ttre market of the developed
countries for manufactured goods originating in the developing countries.
Ilhese preferences are the result of action taken by IINCTAD whose propos-
als won the support of most of the developing countriest it even proved pos-
sible to persuade all the industrialized countries to accept tJle principle of
non-reciprocal preferences for processed products originating in the Ttrird
WorId.
lfttus, by holding out the bright prospect of industrialization it was pos-
sible to side-step any serious study of markets for the primary commodities
Resolution of 14 Januar? l97O' Official Gazette of the European CommunitiesNo. C/15, 5 February 1970.
Written question No. 1601171, Official- Gazette of the European CommunitLes
No. C/80, 7 Augrust 1971.
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which still dominate the economies of the developing countries.
No doubt the AASM were rather slow to obtain respect for the principle
that generalized preferences must not be allowed to jeopardize the conse-
qluences of their own agreements with the EEC. Be that as it may, the general
pressure of the developing countries on the industrialized countries within
TNCTAD is an important factor in relations between the European Community and
Africa.
BI. Ehe report drawn up by I4r. Guillabert last year made the necessary reser-
vations concerning these preferences. However, the latter have in the mean-
time been approved by the European Parliamentl and were put into force by the
EEc on 1 Jury Lg7L2.
lfhe Commission 'reserved ttre right to take such steps as migtrtEe neces-
sary to correct any unfavourable situation arising in the AASI"I as a result of
application of this system' and furthermore 'to examine any situation result-
ing from delays or discrimination and to arrange all necessary consultations'.
lgtre report on the activLties of the Council clearly shows that the EEC
obtained the maximum possible benefit for the AASM from the IINCTAD decisions
on generalized preferences. 1[he European Parliament streseed the need for an
early review of the implications of generalized preferences for the developing
countries and requested such a review for the AASM at least3.
g.2. Etre crisis touched off by the American monetary and protectionist mea-
sures of 15 August is of great importance in this context4; these measures
make positive decisions by the United States to apply the generalized prefer-
ences even more improbable.
Conaequently there is no longer a reaeonable balance between the burdens
borne by the Unlted States on the one hand and the EEC and other countries
granting generalJ-zed preferences on the other.
1 Despite your rapporteur's vote against them.
2 S.. Official Gazette of the European Communities No. L/142, 28 ,fune LglL.
3 Resolution of 9 ,fune LglL. paragraph 26: '(1ltre European Parliament) calLs
upon the Comnission to report to the European Parliament by I Janualy L974,
on the effects of generalized preferenceE on exports from the Associated
African Statee and l4adagascar.' Offlcial Gazette of the European Communities
No. C/66, I JuIy 197L.
4 
,o, details on these measures, see Annex IV.
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83. Let us simply acknowledge once again that world-wide measures, dispensing
with detailed analysis of the real economic eituation of the developing coun-
tries, are inapplicable or unfair unless a great many corrective factors are
embodied in them. It is to be hoped that ttre developing and industrialized
countries will once and for all stop treating situations as different as those
prevailing in each of the developing countrieE in an identieal manner, in the
name of universality, by seeking to apply ilI-considered 'magic' formulae.
Every country in the world is underdeveloped in relation to another,
richer country; each one could therefore put in a claim for an improvement in
i-ts balance of trade with other more advanced countries. The system of gener-
alized preferences, with its safeguard clauses for importing and exporting
countries, is the outcome of a narrow approach: it does not take into account
the inevitable development of world trade which - contrary to a widely held
opinion - cannot go on being liberalized lndefiniteJ-y, but must be adjusted by
compensatory factors taking into account the interests of each country, having
regard to its l-evel of devel-opment and its real opportunities for production
and industrialization.
If this system does not ultimatel-y encourage the establishment in the
developing countries of powerful- industrieE operating world-wide and specially
tailored to local resources, it will simply 'fade away' having served only to
foster illusions.
A4. But it should not be forgotten ttrat the system of generalized preferences
does not in any way change the privileged preferentiaL arrangements enjoyed by
industrial products of the AASlrl on the EEC market, which is one of the
greatest consumer markets in the worLd. These arrangements give African pro-
ducers the advantage of duty-free and quota-free access, which is an apprecia-
bl-e improvement on the machinery of ceilings and safeguards laid down under
the system of generalized preferences.
85" Community circles regard the operation of the system of generalLzed pref-
erences since last July as satisfactory. By the end of November duty-free
imports had exceeded 100 million dollars in val-ue, 35 million of which were
accounted for by sensitive products, out of the 450 million dollar 'duty-free
entry quota' opened by the EEC for the second half of 19711.
lltrese figures do not include the textile sector for which the figures are
as fol-lows: import quota: 191000 tons; duty-free imports to date: approx-
imately 6,000 tons; imports for which tlte ceiling has been reached and
normal duties reintroduced: 11000 tons.
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II. Tovrards a new conunercial @licv
g6. Trade bebveen the Ttrlrd WorLd and the developed countries consists mainly
in the sale of the developing countries' primary products agai.nst the pro-
cessed products and services of the industrial-ized countries.
fvo factors are decisive for trade of this kind: the price of primary
products exported to the lndustrialized countries and the price of industrial
products exported to the developing countries. The relationship between
these two factors determines 'the terms of trade' .
lghe experience of ttre last twenty, let alone fifty years, shovrs that the
tems of trade have steadily deteriorated to the detriment of the developing
countries, despite their efforts to increase their productivity.
lghe reason is simpl-e: the prices of industrial products, which are be-
coming increasingly sophisticated as a result of technical progress, have
rLsen faster than the prices of raw materialE, in some cases the prices of
primary commodities have even fal-Len in spite of monetary erosion. For some
years moreover, inflation has been endemic In t}re economy of the Western
world to such an extent that the natural rise in the priee of industrial pro-
ducts is accelerating without any corresponding increase in raw material
prices.
As exports of these primary conunodities are vital to the lftrird World and
the AASM in particular - and will continue to be an essential factor for many
years 
- 
the receipts derived from them must be increased.
I{oreover theY ;
ducers who require
The Associated
getary revenue from
items.
account for the bulk of the earnings accruing to the pro-
the incentive of a correct price for their work.
States also derive a sizable proportion of their bud-
indirect taxation on the production and exPort of these
In this chapter we shall therefore examine possible methods of ensuring
better remuneration for AASM producers in future within the framework of the
Association.
A7. At a more general level, the proposals made by the Conunission for the
impJ.ementation of Article 19 of the second Yaound6 Convention and Article 4
of protocol No. 5, should not be overlooked! trade can only expand as Afri-
can products become better knorn on the EEC market. In ttris resPect the Com-
munity's contribution to the promotion of sales of products orJ-ginating in
the AAS!4 is a fundamental factor.
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Unfortunately the marketing in Europe of products originating in the AASM
has for a long time been left to specialized firms, usually long-established
and notable for trading traditions going back to the colonial era.
Most of the Associated States have recently begun to intervene more di-
rectly in the marketing of their products through marketing organizations such
as stabilization funds and in some cases the established trading houses are
now only responsibl-e for the practical export arrangements. Although this is
definitely a step in the right direction, the fact remains that as a rule the
AASIVI are stlll not doing enough on the markets they wish to penetrate or on
which they would like their products to be sold.
The European Corununity and ttre AASM are weII aware of this situation be-
cause the second Yaound6 Convention provides for aid from the resources of the
EDF for marketing and promoting sales of products originating in the AASIT'I. It
must, however, be clearLy recognized that t?re second Yaound6 Convention only
provides a general framework for action in this field; it remains for the
Europeans and AfricanE to cooperate in working out new solutions and practical
proj ects
88. In t-tris connection it woul-d be desirable to create joint enterprises
- associating AASM producers in product groups or federations with European
interests in such a way that the marketing of these products is profitable for
both sides 
- 
or strictly African concerns with strong and well-organized
branches in the EEC.
Basically the first formula appears preferable to the second which would
entail heavy commercial investment whose profitability would be uncertain be-
cause of the inevitable increase in competition from the traditional European
companies which specialize in importing tropical products.
89. fhe demand for mineral products in Europe is bound to increase; theoret-
ically ttre problem of finding markets is unlikely to arise in the immediate
future for rich ores which can be shipped to the consumer without excessive
costs for transport from the point of extraction to the port.
But, two guestions arise in regard to mineral products: first, to what
extent does the establishment of a major mining complex, whose output plays a
decisive role in the economy of the exporting country, tend to create a state
within a state which is liable to exercise pres€,ure - if only unconsciously -
on the general policy of the country concerned ? Secondly, to what extent
will the solutions adopted for the working of mineral resources ensture an op-
timum yield for the producing State and customers abroad ?
lltrere are in fact two alternatives: a concession granted totheoperating
company in return for a fairly substantial royalty and the payment of taxes or
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nationalization.
Neither has proved satisfactory: ttre first because royalties and taxes
may be so high that the products become too expensive to attract customers;
unless it is a sellers' market, clients tend to fight shy of producers who,
for reasons beyond their control, quote excessively high prices if they are
not forced out of business altogether.
1'he second because it creates a climate of uncertainty or hoetilitlz to-
wards potential foreign investors and - since national considerations prevail
over aII others - operating efficiency is not as a rule sufficientty high;
this in turn is reflected in the costs. Hence once again, unless they have
absolutely no choice customers are liabl-e to go elsewhere. Lastly national-
ization often appears as the local population's revenge on the former opera-
tors and the conditions under which it takes place are often unfair or even
grossly dishonest to the detriment of international confidence.
perhaps then we should seek a better solution than the traditional con-
cession, whose precarious nature has been underlined by the Algerian oil dis-
pute. Annex VII to this report makes detailed suggestions on tlris Point.
90. Turning novr to tropical agricultural products, the main problem still
to be solved within the Association is that of stabilizing prices at levels
wtrich are profitable to the producer and of improving outlets on the European
market.
Ttris problem was studied in detail by the Parliamentary Conference of the
Association in l-967 on the basis of a reportl whose conclusions were greeted
politely by the Europeans and only given lukewarm supSrcrt by the AAS!1 con-
cerned; it was therefore disregarded when the Yaound6 Convention $ras renewed.
1,he idea of setting up a special fund to stabilize the prices of tropical pro-
ducts was not in the end adoPted.
91. 1'he principles underlying these 1957 suggestions are still largely valid,
even in the changing situation characteristic of the Association at present.
Indeed the enlargement of ttre Community should provide an oPPortunitlz to im-
prove the trading situation of the Associ-ated States.
Ttre EEC-AASIvI Association has its own distinctive features in the spheres
of trade relations, financial and technical cooperation and institutions. Irhe
aim of the enl-arged Conmunity - as the United Kingdom recognized in its nego-
I
'Report by Mr. Armengaud on ways of promoting the marketing of products of
the Associated States within the EEC at steady and profitable prices. Doc.
20, 20 November L967.
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tiations with the Six on 13 May L97L - will be to safeguard these fundamental
principles.
But there is another essential point on which the EEC and the African
States agreed: the need for the future enlarged Community to safeguard the
interests of the Associated African States and developing Corrunonwealth coun-
tries, whose economies are so dependent on exporting primar! coflnrodities.
92. It would be superfl-uous to stress the importance of this agreement for
the future development of the Association: after ttre expiry of the second
Yaound6 Convention, relations between ttre enlarged Conununity and the AASI,1
could be based largely on the principle of safeguarding the Associated States'
interest in exporting their primary commodities.
The parliamentarians of the Association took a firm stand in support of
this attitude when ttrey adopted t?re following declaration on 3 .Tune 1971 at
the Joint Committee's meeting in Munich: '3. (The iloint Committee) bel-ieves
that the cormnercial provisions of the Association should be further strength-
ened and that the Associated States ought to be able to market their products
in the enlarged Community at guaranteed prices for specific quantities deter-
mined for each individual product in the light of its role in the economies of
the producing countries.'
Perhaps, especialJ-y if the Association is enlarged, financial and tech-
nical cooperation may provide even more solid backing for the l-ife of the in-
stitutions. But the raison d'€tre of the Association and of its rnachinery for
cooperation should reside in a series of tryo-way commitments over and above
ttre management of the enlarged Communityrs EDF.
93. The Association should retain a conrmercial content as its legal basis and
as an expression of ttre partner countries' unity of purpose. But tfie prefer-
ential character of tlrese privileged commercial relations will no doubt be
whittled down. Means will have to be found to shift the emphasis, in the com-
mercial provisions of the Association, away from tariffs to cooperation in
commercial and economic policy, where ttre tariff aspect would no longer be the
centre of interest.
In other words it will be necessary to ensure that steady and profitable
prices are obtained, subject to certain conditions for the tropical products
of the Associated Statesl . But hor,v can this be achieved ?
fappropriate efforts made for the region covered by the Association should
not be allovred to stand in the way of negotiations for the conclusion of
world agreementE to stabilize the prices of raw materials on a product by
product basis or of improving existing world agreements. It must, however,
be recognized that the success of such negotiations depends mainly on the
degree of political cohesion of ttre EEC lvlember States and on their influence
on the other major partners in world trade. But the present situation in in-
ternational trade resulting from the crisis created by the Arnerican mea-
sures of 15 August gives little cause for optimism.
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a)
Ttris is a general report and the rapporteur cannot therefore examine pos-
sible measures in detail. But to provide material for further discussion
- 
which, in his opinion, is essential for the future of the developing coun-
tries and the AASM in particular - proposals are annexed to this report on the
solutions that could be adopted when ttre second Yaound6 Convention expires
(Annex I) .
94. In broad outline, a distinction couLd be made between 'rich' products
(such as cocoa and coffee) typical of a diversified economy and'poor' pro-
ducts which are generally found in a monocultural or quasi-monocultural sys-
tem (groundnuts, cotton, etc. ..).
A11 the present and possible future Associated States have some form of
market regulation and improvement organization (stabilization funds, marketing
boards); a distinction can be made between the following tvro main functions
of these bodies:
regulation of prices paid to producers,
technical and economic improvement of production and diversification.
For 'rich' products the regulation of prices would be the prinary responsi-
biJ-ity of the Associated States. With regard to the second function, fi-
nancial and technical aid could be given by the EEC if market prices fell
so Iow in relation to an agreed reference priee that ttre resources of the
bodies in question had to be backed by external aid.
In this new arrangement, aid for individual products would be linked to the
state of the market and the efforts made by the beneficiaries themselves to
improve their organization would also be taken into account.
For 'poor' products, the present unduly restrictive criteria for granting
exceptional aid should be reviewed; instead aid could be given to help
regulate prices paid to the producers if the market price falls below a
certain reference leve1 with the result that the loca1 bodies are so short
of funds that their stabilization function is jeopardized. Aid to improve
productivity would not be tied to the level of market prices.
For agricultural products that are not specifically tropical (such as
sugar) or have special characteristics (such as bananas and cotton) and
play an essential part in ttre economy of certain Associated States, Com-
munity aid should be directed towards comrnitments to purchase specific
quantities at agreed prices 
- along the lines of the United Kingdomls
arrangements for sugar from the English-speaking eountries under the Com-
monwealth Sugar Agreement; ttrese comrnitments would be adjusted to the sit-
uation of the individual underdeveJ-oped country and to tJre importance of
the product concerned for its economy"
b)
c)
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d) For products which already come under an international agreement, steps
must of course be taken to ensure that the provisions of the agreement are
resp_ected. At the same time unremitting efforts must be made - if possible
by creating a common front betr,veen the EEC, the AASM and where applicable
the countries of the Commonwealth and Latin America - to conclude agree-
ments for other products, such as cocoa, by bringing pressure to bear on
the importing industrialized countries which have so far resisted aII such
agreements.
If this policy is to create an awareness of common interests which can be
discussed in ttre institutional bodies of the Assocj.ation, ways must be
sought to enable
e)
- 
the Associated States
nization 5rclicies on
- 
the Associated States
j ointly.
to coordinate their producer price and market orga-
a product by product basis,
and EEC to fix reference prices and aid criteria
Etre institutional dialogue would therefore be based on contmon economic
and commercial interests and on the praetical possibilities for granting aid.
95. Ttre raptrrcrteur believes t-?rat these guidelines for association policy are
vital to Euro-African cooperation and an essential means of ensuring that the
AASI'I obtain acceptable prices for their exports; failing this they will still
need external assistance, which is certainly not always given in a neutral or
disinterested spirit, to achieve a sound balance of trade.
1[tre AASI,I should no longer consider their external trade problems in iso-
tation or from a strictly individual standpoint. Ihe monocultural nature of
production in some countries and the greater degree of diversification in
others should induce the AASM and at a later date their Engllsh-epeaklng
neighbours, to regard their economies if not as a single entity at least as
parts of an integrated whole; each of ttrem is too small to constitute a co-
herent and viable unit j.n face of the existing international groupings. only
Nigeria and Zal.re may perhaps be exceptions to this rule.
T'he coordination of activities, division of production, creation of multi-
national price stabilization funds and expansion of intra-African trade backed
by a reasonable increase in food production are all symbols of progress which
must prevail over egoism or national peculiarities in the Africa of tomorrow.
96. But all the parties concerned must make a real effort if trade relations
between Europe and Africa are to be guided by these prineipJ-es.
Europeans must recognize the fact that there are many different ways of
ensuring access to the EEC market for primary conunodities or processed pro-
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ducts from the AAS!1; whenever necessary they must agree - in the name of so-
Iidarity between Europe and Africa - to changes in the tradltional liberal
arrangements so as to make products from the AASM more comPetitive. fhey must
also avoid any attempt to make excessive profJ-ts, which will ultimately harm
their own interests by incurring the risk of compJ-ete or partial nationaliza-
tion of their comPanies.
Similarly the Africans must realize that markets cannot be created by
issuing a decree, that a lasting share of the market cannot be won through
compulsory arrangements and that quotas or free contracts with European im-
porters can onJ-y be won ttrrough persistent efforts to ensure that tlre quali-
ty, quantity, price and marketing arrangements are right. llhe 'right' to a
share of a market is of no use if customers or consumers are not satisfied.
Hence the need for vigorous trade promotion, which PresuPPoses an adequate
organization for each product, covering its collection and transport to Europe
and marketing in European countries through an aPPropriate distribution net-
work.
97. Ehe negotiations between producers or slmdicates of producers or l-ocal
purchasing and warehousing associations on the one hand and forrrrarding agents
and importers on the other, call for specialized business training to enable
Africans to taLk on equal terms to their European counterParts who have long
been familiar with the techniques of international trade.
The managers of state associations and civil servantg rarely have the
qualifications needed for this purpose. An African elite should therefore be
formed of able young people with a talent for international commerce so that
they can then either take posts as managers in EuroPean importr/export busi-
nesses established in Africa or el-se become managers of companies formed by
Africans to gain a foothold on external markets. lltris is the only way of
making the new strategy suggested in this report truly effective.
98. Similarly an effort to increase productivity and diversiflr production
- 
whenever this is possible - will be of decisive importance: if products are
of identical quality price is the determining factor and price guarantees are
not enough on their own because they are only of value conunercially for pro-
ducts that are of consistent quality in the required quantities-
production must therefore be brought fully under control to avoid a
MaltSusian trend conducive to high prices or on the contrary systematic over-
production which brings prices down to an unrealistically low level. It is
aII a question of balance and the alert business-man who knows his markets and
organizes his production accordingly comes into his own.
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An important document isEued bry the Commission on tfie promotion of sales
Iof AASM- products outlines the work to be done for each individual product in
tJte countries concerned. Great progress haE thus been made by the staff of
the Corunission since 1967. It is to be hoped that both Europeans and Africans
will draw the mar<imum benefit from the Commission's work.
III. Ehe political stake
99. The autttors of ttre Yaound6 Convention did not have the ambitious aims of
the statesmen who first established great international organizations such as
the League of Nations. 1[he Convention is slmply a regional agreement for co-
operation betr,veen developed,and developing countries established ae a result
of the special relations which originally eristed between some of them.
But despite ite limited ambLtions it could run the game risk as the
League of Nations which, after arousing so much fervour and hope, eventually
became a mere forum for publJ.c disagreement. It is true that this organlza-
tion has risen from its ashes in the lnpggved but still imperfect form of the
United Nations Organization; but what dramatic events the member nations had
to experience firstl
100. Our generation has directed so much criticism against our parents because
of the failure of the League of Nations and the unsuccessful efforts by the
advocates of continuous negotiations that we should at least try to avoid in-
eurring similar reproof.
But symptoms which may be the precursors of such criticism are already
apparent. Our national bias, the chaotic arowth in public expenditure, the
systematic acceptance by governments of demands that are made even more
strongly and vociferously when they are conflicting, the fact that our econom-
ic structures are not suited to a society in the full throes of development
and the lack of any organized control of production, all create a climate of
extreme uncertainty which provokes constant dissent and quest,ioning of our so-
ciety by young people who are as worried about ttreir future as they are unsure
of their reasons for living. llhey have no ideals and not even a relative
sense of security.
In other words, the weight of national traditions and the pressure of
unrestrained economic and social aspirations colour ttre existence of the Euro-
pean Community to the lrcint at which the very aim of the Treaty of Rome is
lost sight of, i.e. cohesion, a vital factor in prosperity, making Europe a
pole of intellectual and economic attraction.
't* Doc. VtrI/2Lg/lL, February 1971.
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It is the duty of EuropeanE'themgelvee to overcome these problems; -but
if they succeed, their sqccesE w111 have world-wide repercuesions because of
the commitments'entered into by the Six towards many countriee in the fhird
World.
101. Trhe complex problem of bringing about organized and systematic progress
in the developing countries cannot be solved by recourse to political and eco-
nomic ideas or habits dating back to a time when the fate of the trrcor coun-
tries or their peoples was of no interest to the rich nations or only inter-
ested them in so far as their spLce trade suffered from the hazards of sea
transport and the risk of PiracY.
Relations between the developing and industrialized nations have changed.
A1most every country in the world belongs to the IINO and its specialized
agencies: the industrialized and deveLoping nations have the same rePresenta-
tion and their votes carry equal weight.
Attitudes which provoke a feeling of frustration .tmong ttre countries of
the fhird World because of a lack of understanding of their real development
problems, are bound to intensify feelings of hostility towards the developed
countries or their political- systems: Castroism and the policies pursued by
certain r6gimes in Souttr America are the conseqluence of this reaction, which
tras done considerable damage to the image of the USA in Latin America-
Let us try to prevent the EEC from al-so being judged not by the financial
aid it gives to some developing countries but by the unlimited protection it
provides for some of its own products to the detriment of imtrrcrts from poor
countries or its deliberate policy of purchasing tropical products at the
Iowest prices. Let us at least see to it that the Association ensures a
steady and profitable market for the products of the countries which are among
the poorest in ttre Itrird World.
102. An objective assessment of the development of the Associated States since
the turn of the century leads to a number of disturbing conclusions, which are
egually applicable to the more prosperous countries (e.9. Senegal, Ivory Coasf
Gabon) and their less prosperous neighbours (e.9. UPper Volta, Soma1ia, Niger,
MaLi) .
All the Associated States suffer to a greater or lesser degree from
- 
an excessive dependence on foreign capital for their investment projects;
- 
a lack of savings; any savings which do exist are concentrated in the hands
of a small minority wtro have effectively taken the place of the agents of
the former colonial Powers;
- 
a chronic deficit in their public budget because of the establishnent at
great expense of large and cumbersome national administrations and a rela-
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tive stagnatLon of fiscal and para-fiscal revenuei
- a faster growth of imports than exports, becauEe internal agricultural and
industrial production is not sufficiently diversified, while export prices
are too low and export marketE not big enough;
- 
a steady deterioration of their terms of trade;
- a growing foreign and sometimes also domestic debt;
- an expensLve trend towards rapid urban development accompanied by rising un-
emploYment; the number of new jobs does not keep pace with the increase in
the gross national product even if wages are frozen or reducedl.
103. Foreign capital will of course only be invested in operations which are
expected to yield a high direct or indirect return because inveetors tend to
send the bulk of their profite back to their own country. In many cases the
situation is still much as it was at the height of the colonial era, even
tltough vrages paid to local staff have increased considerably. Under these
conditions, induetrialization is liab1e to be concentrated in a few reglons
which have good transport facilities and links with the sea and since funds
are not available locally, industrial projects wlll generally be in the hands
of foreign companies whose interests do not al-ways coincide with those of the
developing countries concerned
Nationalization seems to be an antidote to foreign capital, but it is
only a theoretical solution. If the meanE of production of ,tr)oor, or
'replaceable' items are nationalized, buyere will simply faIl back on com-
peting private companies or on ttre suppliers of substitute products (who have
more exPerience than state bodies in conducting trade negotiations), i.e. on
other countries. fhen again, the weight of bureaucracy which is often already
excessive, becomes enormous in the event of nationalization because competent
staff are not available in sufficient numbers; this has an adverse effect on
costs and rules out the speed and flexibility needed in international- trad.e.
Lastly, nationalization often creates a state within the state. In short na-
tionalization of capital assets and installations does not guarantee a new
source of revenue.
104. How then can the problem of African underdevelopment be solved in the
context of fruitful cooperation with a great economic power, i.e. the future
enlarged Conununity ?
The rapporteur stresses that there can be no serious industrialization in
Africa without a judicious concentration of resources, a coordinated distribu-
tion of the production centres under regional cooperation schemes and the res-
olute participation of the Africans themselves.
I S.*ir Amin: L'Afrique de l,Ouest bloqu6e. Ed. de Minuit, paris (1920)
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And Af,ricans cannot share in this development if there are no local
savings, preferably in private hands but failing this under public control: or
alternatively, as is more likeIy, in a combination of these two possibilities.
Loca1 savings cannot be built up unless the prices paid to producers are
realistic and the profit rnargins of private companies and public authorities
sufficient.
Revenue cannot reach an adeErate leve1 unless agricultural production is
improved and diversified to supply most if not all the loca1 food needs while
still having a large and profitable foreign market.
105. Is Europe ready at long last to recognize the new Eituation and put an
end to the unfettered rule of competition and ttre play of market forces as the
only criteria of a modern economy ? A reassessment is long overdue, especial-
ly as in Europe itself state intervention agreed upon by the leaders of gov-
ernment and indust,ry is profoundly changing the basic assumptions of the tra-
ditional liberal economy ?
Will Europe be sensibl-e enough to stop praising the virtues of a liberal
economy to the AASM while being forced itself - in spite of constant denials -
to depart from the liberal system (by freezing prices and incomes and granting
special aid to companies or product subsidies etc...) ?
Ttre Europe of the Six is only a smalI part of the Euro-Asian continent,
four-fifths of whose population are communists. Does it believe it has any-
thing to gain by allovring the corununist ideology to extend its influence in
Africa even further ?
Lenin once wrote: 'Whoever holds Africa, holds Europe'. This prophecy
ought to stop Europeans paying lip service to the capitalist and Liberal eco-
nomy and make them understand the need for a new solution if they are to keep
the friendship of Africa.
At the same time our African friends must break out from the confines of
their micro-economies and build financial and economic institutions around
their regional cooperation bodieE to coordinate investments, divide up the
tasks to be done, and bring economic, financial and conunercial interests into
association (wit-trout any debarments on the grounds of nationality) to develop
and market ttreir products.
Unless both sides are prepared to make this effort, the secohd Yaound6
Convention will be no more than a step towards a veiled form of anarchy and a
bitter struggle for influence throughout the African continent.
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CONCLUSIONS
106. Ifhe future of relationE between the AASM and Europe will'be determined in
large measure bry the way in which the EECr regardless of whether it is en-
larged, treats the political implications of the Association.
If the European Conununity continues to maintain that free competition
- in the EEC and Association and with countries of tfie Ttrird World - is con-
sistent with the principle of preferential relationships between its Ivlembers
and Associates, the economic problems of the Associated States with the lowest
incomes cannot be solved.
Ttre financial ald granted by the EEC
1countries-, notably through the EDF, must
or the purchase of an indulgence alLowing
lights of their national- economic success
Member States to the developing
not be considered as a form of alms
the donor States to enjoy the de-
with no feeling of guilt.
The moment for common sacrifices was reached ten years agoi but nobody
has been willing to draw the necessary conclusions regardJ-ng the nature of the
Common Dtarket, which is more than a mere free trade area, or of the Associa-
tion, which vras created as the result of a political choice with far-reaching
economic implications.
In future it will not be enough for the EEC's relations with the Associ-
ated States to be based on protective tariffs - which have already been cut
and are constantly being challenged by other industrial or developing coun-
tries 
- and financial assistance, no matter how substantial it may be-
107. Generalized preferences have often been described as an outstanding
example of new action to assist the llhird World. In fact, however, they are
simply the reflecEion of a refusaL:
1
- According to statistics published by the Development Aid Committee of the
OECD 
- 
a body on which sixteen countries, whose contributions amount to
more than 25% of the aid received by the developing countries are represent-
ed 
- 
six countries (Austra1ia, Belgium, France, ttre Netherlands, Portugal
and the United Kingdom) gave the developing countries a net total aid
exceeding L% of theiI GNP in 1970. Germany, Denmark and lta1y which met
the targel of L% in 1969 failed to do so in 1970. Ttre United States, which
contributed a smaller percentage of its GI.IP than any other country in the
DAC in L969, increased its aid appreciably both as a percentage of GTiIP and
in absolute terms.
Ihe countries which provided the most (in relation to their GiIP) aid for
development from public sources in 1970 were France (0.65%l, ttre Netherlands(O.63%) and Australia (0.59%). rtaly (o.L6%), Switzerlancl (0.15%) and
Austria (0.1-3%) are still well- below the DAC average of O.94% of the G{P.
Palrments by the EEC to the developing countries rose by 24% Ln L97O, reach-
ing 223 nillion dollars.
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on the one hand. to take clear decisions regarding aid or participation in
planned industrialization from which both the developing and industrialized
countries would derive benefitE i
on the other, to consider seriously the possibility of granting an immediate
form of aid which would be more valuable ttran any other and generate local
funds extremely effectively, i.e. guaranteed prices and markets for tropical
primary corunodities with ceilings fixed jointly in advance.
108. Ttre rapporteur therefore feels bound to echo the fears expressed by l4r.
Guil-labert last year. We are now obliged to recognize the fact that an exten-
sion 
- 
already decided in principle - of the economic advantages granted by
the Associ;1-ion to new geographical regions either through a single agreement
or a series of paral-leJ- agreements, woul-d make the Association almost meaning-
less unless provisions are added for new kinds of cooperation between the
partners.
I'he time has therefore come to seek new ways of strengthening ttre Associ-
ation in an enlarged Community, especially as ttre Association is the expres-
sion of a cotnmon and continuoua community policy; indeed it is the only fully
'common' element in the external policy of the Six.
Ttris report suggests ways of developing industrialization, diversifying
production and improving the commercial outlets of the AASI{. It shares the
concern wideJ-y felt in the European Parliament and voiced by the Commission in
its memorandum of 27 JuIy 1971 on a strategy for Community policy on coopera-
tion and development.
The purpose of this report is not to re-open a fundamental debate on the
respect-ive virtues of internationalism or regionalism in development aid. For
purely practical reasons 
- 
notably in the light of the serious problems arising
for the ftrird World as a result of the recent American measures affecting
international trade - tJre rapSrcrteur, real-izing that world-wide solutions are
not feasible, recommends the adoption of regional arrangements which, although
intended initially for the Association, could also be open to third countries.
Regional action by the EEC in favour of the AASM does not exclude measures to
assist developing countries in general: on the contrary, it is intended to
balance out the inegualities which exist between the developing countries
themselves and are an obstacle to the implementation and effectiveness of
international measures i it is therefore an essential adjunct to international
action.
109. lltre first'Development Decade' of the United Nations has only been moder-
ately successful-. 1rhe developed countries have too often been content to take
contingency measures which placate their consciences but do littLe to solve
the problems of the Ehird World. In reality, as Mr. Cointat, the French
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Minister of Agriculture, stated at the last annual conference of the FAO:
,regional and eubEequently general cooperation to achieve a gradual and effec-
tive international organization of agricultural markets, on a product by pro-
duct basis, is ttre only way of brlnging supply more closely into line with
demand, to better the tot of those who live in ttre world of hunger and under-
development, and of Eecuring more equitable renumeration for farmers. Only a
world-wide organization of markets can glve the assurance of peace to which
we all aspire' .
110. trtre time hae come for the rich nations to draw uP an effective long-term
policy to solve world economic problems especially those of the great masses
of impoverished peasants in the developing countries. fhe EEC should there-
fore take advantage of the opportunity held out by enlargement to consolidate
and improve the Yaound6 Association, bringing in other countries of the African
continent. Etre arrangements made for Commonwealth sugar show what could be
done to deal with similar problems arising for the Associated States'
changes in the arrangements for trade could be linked with measures to
finance the purchase of capital equipment urgently needed by the Associated
States. As a recent UNCTAD report pointed out, the industrialized States
shoul-d try to fj-nd more markets in ttre'developing countries and thereby help
to solve the monetary crisis. According to this study, the easiest way of in-
creasing the trade surplus of the industrialized countries would be to estab-
lish a 1ink between the creation of new reserves and development financing,
by increasing ttre developing countries' purchasing Power'
l-11. trtre 18 AASI4 wil-I no doubt help to lay down the future conmercial- Erclicy
of the Association; they will certainJ-y stress the importance of creating
satisfactory market organizations for primary commodities as the English-
speaking African countries have reached a higher level of industrialization
than the present Associates and might therefore build up a lead in their trade
in manufactured and semi-manufactured goods'
lrtre AASI{ are rightly concerned by the problems which may arise after en-
]-argement of the EEC. At the last meeting of the Association Council on 13
November, they learned that the Community had given the following comrnitments
to safeguard their interests:
- 
the Community's aim is to Preserve all that the Association has achieved so
far;
- 
the geographical enlargement of the Association must not be allowed to
weaken rel-ations between the Community and AASM;
- 
the Community will make Etrenuous efforts to safeguard the interests of
those countries whose economies are substantially dependent on their exports
of primary Products, especially sugar'
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As to the possibility Qf ttre enlarged Community concluding regional pro-
duct agreementE for the Associated States, the EEC ministers etated that if
necessary the Communj-ty wouLd conslder the deeirability of such agreements to
stabilize prices of primary comnodities.
Given t}rese basic undertakings, the AASM must now prepare practical propo-
sals on the measures to be adopted when the present Convention of Association
.I
expires-. Etre rapporteur hopes that his suggestions may make it easier to
arrive at new arrangements for cooperation between the enlarged EEC and its
African and Malagasy Associates.
I12. As we have seen, the Associated States themselves must also make a strong
contribution.
In the sphere of private investment, for example, if the EEC have to
adjust their poticies2 and accept Community rules and codes of conduct, the
AASM must, also agree among themselves to harmonize their national codes for
such investment projects and coordinate their development plans. In so far as
investments are made with the help of European capital obtained for the most
part from private sources, two requirements must be met:
- 
the countries which benefit from these investments must respect the rights
and interests of investors of foreign capital;
- 
foreign investors must desist from holding the countries in which they in-
vest to ransom by the systematic transfer of funds, in whatever form or fi-
nancial guise this may be d.one.
In other words the AASM must meet all their obligations to local and
foreign private enterprises. In the past some AASII4 countries have failed to
observe the dates scheduled for payments to European companies; this has
obviousJ-y had an adverse psychological effect on European investors.
In turn European lnvestors should make sure that the real profit of their
operations is not withheld from the country where the investment is made,
either by granting favourable prices to the European parent company or by un-
scrupulous accounting practices. Here too past mistakes must not be repeated.
1 
,o ahi" end the AASI4 ministers intend to meet at Nouakchott in April L972 tofinalize their position on the problems resulting from enlargement of ttre
Cormrunity.)
- In particular the Parliamentary Conference rightly called for the creation
of a'European' system of guarantees for private investments in the AASM.Studies on this subject have already been undertaken by the EEC Commission(see reply to Written Question No. L62/7L by IvIr. Dewulf, Official Gazette ofthe European Corununities No. Crl80, 7 August 197I).
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113. Analysis of the Seventh Report on the Activities '
shows that the Association has become stronger in more
the past year.
of the Council clear1Y
than one respect during
a)
I'he new yaound6 Convention came into force, thus ensuring the continuity
of the institutions and the introduction of new coordinating procedures be-
tween ttre partners.
Trade continued to expand even lhough the rate of growth slowed down.
Ttre lftrird EDF was launched both rapidly and efficiently.
114. Ttre implications of enlargement of the European Comnunity for the EEC-
AASM Association are the main problem for the immediate future. It remains to
be seen whether the enlarged Corununlty - which will- be by far the largest im-
porter of primary corunodities produced in the developing countries - can Pre-
Berve the political content of the Aseociation.
The continuous institutional dialogue between the partners - which has
safeguarded the dignity of the AASM and given a political meaning to EEC aid -
must be maintained because the Association eannot exist without institutions-
But these institutions can have no'raison d'6tre' without a whole range of
two-way commitments going beyond mere financial and technical cooperation and
in a sense ereating a vast community of interests.
Wittr regard to economic cooperation, the rapporteur has tried to put for-
ward proposals for a strateg'y to improve methods of marketing the AASI4's
products. A link must be established between the machinery of aid to pro-
ducers and the efforts made by the beneficiaries themselves to improve
their organization; this holds good in particular for the countries that
are dependent on a limited number of products; arrangements similar to
those laid down for sugar under the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement should be
sought.
With regard to financial and technical- aspects, the cohesion of the en-
larged Association clearly cannot be maintained without joint machinery for
the present and future associates even if, as a result of the widely differ-
ing levels of development of individual countries, the amount of aid grant-
ed must also vary. A distinction must be made between countries such as
Nigeria, the Ivory Coast and Zal.re in which production is both large and
diversified and lesE favoured countries such as Upper Volta, Sierra Leone,
Ctrad and Rwanda which are heavily dependent on a single product. Better
stiIl, a distinction could be made between rich and poor areas in a single
country. For the richer regions bank loans and similar arrangements could
make a vital contribution, whereas non-repayable aid from the EDF strould
be the rule for the Poorer areas.
b)
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c) Lastly, enJ-argement of the Asgociation will obviously raise institutional
problems. If a single agreement is chosen to maintain the Asgociation's
cohesion, it would seem advisable to set up at the same time a series of
smaller bodies to deal with specific isEues, e.g. committeea on coffee,
primary commodities and bananas, which would be better placed to solve prob-
lems of detail.
115. At a more general J-evel, an asEesEment should already be made of the dif-
ficulties which will have to be overcome in coordinating the economic policies
of the African countries within the enlarged Association. Coordination of
this kind between the 18 AASM which belong to the present Convention is still
in its early stages. Ttre problem will be all the more difficult when the full
economic impact of certain new partners, such as Nigeria, makes itself felt in
an enlarged Association.
In the interests of future relations between EuroPe and Africa it is
therefore desirable for alL the partners concerned to tackl-e resolutely the
problems created by the addition of new competing economies, dominated by one
or two countries which are relatively rich or better endowed by nature or
demography.
116. Ttre difficulties which will certainly arise when other African countries
accede to the Yaound6 Convention will- not jeopardize the Association as long
as the Community remains convinced of the need for this great common endeavour
on whieh it has embarked with the AASM and shows a firm resolve to persevere.
llhe time has therefore come for parliamentarians of the Association to
malce a vigorous contribution, in the J-ight of past experience and present
deveJ-opments, and to outline key ideas for satisfactory future arrangements.
1lhe emphasis of the Association must now be shifted from tariff preferences to
effective economic cooperation which alone is capable of achieving the aims
set out in the Yaound6 Convention.
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AI{NEX I
PROPOSAIIS CONCERNING TIIE ORC1ANIZATION OF TRADE IN TROPICAL PRODUCTS
I. Ttre following proposals are in line with the distinction made by the
Rapporteur between
- 
,rich' products for which there is no substitute, such as cocoa and coffee,
which often come from countries whose production is already diversified;
- 'poor, products for which there are substitutes, such as cotton, groundnuts
and bananas, originating in countries operating entirely or mainly on a
single-crop system.
As shown in Chapter II of Part I'vlo of thie report, this distinction
between ,rich' and'poor'products is intended to demarcate the spheres of
Community aid to AASIvI producerss
- 
For ,rich' products the regulation of the prices paid to producers would
be charged to the Associates, whereas ttrere would be EEC aid for improving
productivity and for diversification whenever market prices fell below an
agreed reference price and the funds of local market regulation bodies
(marketing boards) had to be supplemented by help from outside;
- For 'poor' products, EEC aid would have to begin by way of producer-price
regulation as soon as market prices feII below an agreed reference price:
as regards improving productivity and diversification, Conununity aid would
have to continue unconditionally.
Ttre implementation of such a policy woul-d be restricted to export produds
constituting a major source of Lncome (groundnuts in Senegal, Mali and Niger,
palm-kernel oil in Dahomey and Zal.re, palm oiI in Zalre) to tonnage limits set
each year by the Association Council on the basis of a proposal by the EEc
Commission.
Ttris Annex will deal mainly with the second cl-ass of products. As regards
'ri.ch, products (mainly coffee and cocoa) only one or two points will be
made mainty involving a new formulation of the proposals made in the 1967
report on the marketing of products of the Associated States within the EEC
at steady and profitable Pri"esl.
As regards 'poortproductsr the commentg and suggestlons made here are
simply complementary to the proposale already made on Comnunity action to aid
production.
lDo". 20 of 20 Novembet L967
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II. 'Rich' products
There are onlY a
a) Coffee
For coffee there
no major problems. A1l
strictly applying this
2
s crl-be
few poj-nts to be made on rrich' productsl:
is an international agreement whose operation raises
partners of the Association should of course continue
agreement, to which the EEC as such should also sub-
The situation ought, however, to be reviewed if the international agree-
ment came under threat. Since 1965 new measures have been introduced under
this agreement,: a diversification fund has been set up, production t,argets
have been set and a stocking policy introduced - all long-term measures to
supplement the short-term machinery for restrj.cting and controlling exports.
Under present circumstances the AASI'I should try to put a check on extra-
African imports of soluble coffee because thj.s can be produced in Africa.
They should also try to increase their market in the EEC through more efficistt
marketing and by improving the quality of their products.
Ttre EEC countries should, for their part, reduce indirect taxes either
by changing them into 'ad valorem' taxes, or by setting an uPper limit on
their amount3. But this would have lj-ttle effect on consumption, and reducing
these taxes would only have limited impact, except at the psychological level.
It is worth noting that some of the difficulties previously encountered
by the AASM are now less acute, notably those resulting from certain practices
that have grown up around the international agreement and which tighter checks
have eliminated. Since L966, furthermore, EEC imports of coffee from the AASM
have remained steady at around a quarter of the total tonnage imported, which
has actually been increasing appreciably - from 762,000 tons in 1966 to
876,000 tons in 1969 (from outside the EEC) . The AASIvI have also diversified
their outlets in the EEC: the German market, which accounted for only 2.'l %
in 1966, accounted in 1969 for 13.4 % of AASITI sales to the Communitye whereas
the French market has become relatively smaller. 1[Lre AASIVI have also increased
their sales to the United States and other consumer countries.
lDo". 20 of 20 November L967.
2S"e r.pIy to written question No. 3O6/7L by !{r. Vredelj.ng, official Gazette
of the European Communities No. c.117, 19 November 1971.
3specific taxation on coffee has undergone litt1e change in the Member States
since 1966 (no change in Germany and Italy, tax still suspended in France)
whereas the fiscal harmonization in progress (introduction of VAT) has not
led to any notable changes in general taxation on coffee (except for a
reduction in the rate in France from 17.6 to 7.5% in 1971).
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The CET rate of 9.6 % lvas Euspended at 7 % on I January 1971 when the
second yaou.nd6 Convention and the Arusha Agreement came into force. As one
of the main products exported by the three countries of East Africa to the
Community is coffee, the AASM are going to meet with keener competition with-
in the preferential area, despite the 561000-ton duty-free ceiling on coffee
imports from East Africa (in 1969 these imports totalled 30,000 tons).
b) Cocoa
The probJ-em is stilt one of stabilizing the world cocoa market, even
though for some years no'ul - after the low prices of the period L964-66 -
prices are holding firm at distinctJ-y more profitable levels for producer
countries. Sharp short-term fluctuations still occur, and these are quite
out of proportion to the retatively slight changes in equilibrium of supply
and demand. Since 1956 the AASM have not therefore felt even the short-Iived
effects of tow world prices of cocoa. The minimum 'reference price' of 2l
cents was not feached, and marketing boards were even able to increase their
reserves appreciably.
Several moves have already been made at international level with a view
to the concl-usion of a world cocoa agreement. At its session in September
1971 the UNCTAD Council unanimously adopted a resolution calling for a
conference on cocoa as soon as posslble and for this question to be discussed
at the next session of the IINCTAD Conference in Santiago (ApriLfiaay L972) - As
a result of this resolution, all the countries concerned have held consult-
ations which for the first ti:ne Belgium and Itaty were invited to attend in
the same capacity as Germanlr France and the Netherlands, which lave always
taken part in the internati.onal consultations on cocoa. Until now it has not
been possible to secure a sufficiently wide measure of agreement to justify
convening a conference with a view to concluding a world agreement- Further
consultations wiLl be held in January L972-
The Rapporteur considers that should the conclusion of such a world
agreement again prove impossible, an attempt should be made to reach an agre+
ment between the EEC and the AASM - open to other developing or industrialized
countries - provlding for a minimum price of around 23 cents with a fork of
23 to 30 cents. Below this price ranlte, aid would be given to producers, and
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above it the latteu vrould make a refund to a stabil-ization fund in the
accounts of the EDFI.
At all events, the AAS&1 should steP uP
spot so that they can gradually reduce their
increase their exports of processed products
,proportionately- .
III. 'Poor' products
industrial processing on the
exports of raw Product,s and
(cocoa butter and powders)
As regards 'poor, products, the following measures have been proposed:
a) Oilseeds and oil
An attempt should first be made, by suitable means, to renew the special
financial aid facilities provided for in the decision of 25 .Iuly 1967. Ttris
aid, based on the payment to the Associated States of 80 % of the difference
between a Community reference price and the world market price (with a
ceiling of 13 million u.a. which could be increased to 14 million u.a.) was
applicable to EEC i:nports from I JuIy 1967 to 31 May 1969.
Steps should also be taken to ensure that Regulation 5L9/7O/F,FrC is
strictly applied; this states that if the volume of imports of oil-seeds
originating in the AASI4 changes appreciably the Community shall introduce
special measures other than financial to deal with the situation.
ITI1" aeSU continue to strengthen their position as the main suppl-iers of
cocoa beans to the EEC: 54 % Ln L969' as compared with 4l % in 1966 and
4g % in 1967. As regards processed products, they have been entirely
exempt from CET duties since 1 July 1963. Despite the reductions applied
aftei the Kennedy Round, the tariff concession is still substantial: on
1 January Lg/l-. L7 % on cocoa paste, L3.6% on cocoa butter and 18.2% on
cocoa powder. As for cocoa beans, the CET was susPended from 5.4 % to 4 %
on I Jinuary J-971. Specific taxes are either non-existent (Germany, Benelux)
or very small (France), or else they are still high )rut much lower than
they were (in ltal-y 25O 1ire/kg reduced t,o 180 Lite/kg in October L969) .
ceneral taxation has changed because of Community harmonization; in Italy
the previous general import duty of 4 %, wlnj.c}. used to be cumulative, has
since then only been charged once, on the val-ue on entry, at l-0 %, which
represents a reduction.
2th" aaSU are developing their processing industries and export more and more
cocoa products. This means they are making the most of the raw product and
will find it easier, should the occasion arise, to build up stocks. Caneroon
e:<ported $ 221513,000 worth of such Products in 1969 as against $ 13,0521000
worth in 1968. lltre Ivory Coast's figures were $ 2212221000 in 1969 and$ 17,225'OOO in 1968.
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As for internatl-onal actl-on, the propoeals nade by the Corunission to the
Council on 16 Ju1y L969 ehould be reconeldered with a view to reaching an
international- agreement on fats.
The Cormrission suggested that the internat,ional agreement shoutd include
the following measures:
- 
introduction of a t,ax on imports into the developed countriesl that would
have a stabilizing effect of its own and the proceeds of which 
- 
augrmented
by contributions in cash or in kind from the importing developed countries 
-
would enable comPensation to be paid to the exporting developing countries;
- 
the creation of a buffer stock in the speciat case of lauric acid oits
(i.e. coconut and palm-kernel oits);
- introduction of a multilateral food aid prograrnme,.
- 
liberalization of trade, with due regard for the interests of countries to
which preferenees have already been granted.
Such an agreement should be designed eo as to substantially improve the
situation of exporting countries and to be flexible enough to have momentum
of its own and develop step by step with the results obtained.
At the European level, in accordance with the Commission's memorandum
on the reform of agriculture, provision should be rnade, in addition to the
import tax referred t,o, for the introduction of a tax on the butk of fats
produced in the EEC. Ttris would create a reserve of funds which could if
necessary be used to compensate the AASM, so as to ensure they had sufficient
operating revenue and, if need be, to finance buffer stocks. Ttre interesting
suggestions made at the symposJ.um on groundnuts held in Dakar in lvlarch L97I
deserve careful consideration.
b) I,lanioc
Ihe real problem is how to make manioc a more popular food item in the
industrialized counLries so that it can compete successfully with other
starches, such as poLatoes.
This could be done by (i) reducing consumer prices, (ii) trade promotion,
anct (iii) protecting the name of the product.
1*1. 
..ornt of the various taxes, calculated by products or groups of products,
should reflect the need to establish a price relationship between the differ-
ent produets i:nported that woutd encourage the developing countries to
market oilseeds and oils.
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As regards price. action has already been tal<en in the form of a reduction
In the levy on manioc entrJ.ng the Conununl-ty market. Regulation 522/7O/EEC
of 17 March 1970 applicable to products processed from cerealg and rlce
introduces a preferential import system for manioc originating in the AASM
up to 31 ilanuary Lg75. Unfortunatelyr this does not go as far as the
European Parliament would have liked;
A measure now being taken will enable !4adagascar and Togo to strengtlten
their commercial positions in the EEC through a promotion campaign
(financed by the EDF) for 'manioc tapioca' in granulated and powder form;
- Another measure is being studied for bringing EEC laws on the names of
products into line; this would protect 'manioc tapioca' and enable
producers to enjoy the publicity benefits of packaging displaying the
name of the product.
c) cotton
Ttre AASIVI produce around L % of world output. The Commonwealth as a whole
accounEs for 19 /", IndLa and Pakietan being the main producers-
However desirable an international agreement may be, the textile fibre
market situation and the conditions under which the product is marketed will
make negotiations very difficult. Ttre success of such an agreement would in-
volve the transfer of such stockplling costs that a number of producer States
are openly hostile to discussions on the subject.
A global agreement therefore appears out of the question, especially
since both the qual-ity and conditions of production of substitute products
are improving.
Ttre solution to the difficulties encountered by African producers whose
cotton fibres are not of such a guality as to guarantee ttrem a definite
market lies in:
- 
the creation of a more closely integrated African market for cotton
fabrics;
- 
the manufacture of quality fabrics for the European market within limits
to be determined by a market survey to be carried out by the EEC;
- 
the utilization, w?rere necessary, of Conmtunity support for the stabilization
funds of producer countries.
fhere is no doubt that the advances to such stabilization funds referred
to in Article 2L of the Convention of Association is not the perfect answer;
but for the time being it would be effective. Between now and the expiry of
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the present :onvention a review should be made of these advances and of the
results obtained.
d) Rice
Regul-ation 54O/7O/uEC of 20 March 1970 introduced quite substantial
concessions as regards the quantities currently imported from the AASI4,
subject to minimum cif export prices. These take the form of a reduction
in the levy, which varies with different grades of rice.
Besides these measures, the emphasis should be on expanding production
j.ntended for African consumPtion, both locally and regionally, as part of a
more general increase in food production and inter-African trade.
e) Bananas
There has been little change in the situation on the banana market in
recent years. The EEC has taken no common agricultural policy measure in
this sector, despite France's efforts in 1968. Ttre AASI4 enjoy a 20 /"
preference under the CET on their exports to five of the six EEC Member
States, Germany's needs being covered by a nil-duty quota on imports from
third countries. This quota was 6341000 tons for 1971. fhe Europe of the
Six obtains its supplies as follows: Central America 47 %, South America 28 7q
AASM and OCA 25 %. Decisive progress towards a satisfactory solution to the
problem of AASM bananas would be made by gradually phasing out the duty-free
quota enjoyed by Germany, the main consumer country in the EEC.
Ttre Conunission of the Conmrunities recently made a detailed study of the
production and marketing of AASIvI bananas. Other research undertaken on the
subject at community level resulted in suggestions for:
- 
a policy for the structural redevelopment of production through mechanized
techniques, where possible, and the Africanization of smatl plantations,
bring down production costsi
a trademak policy to make AASI,I bananas more easily identifiable and draw
attention to the comparative qualities of the African 'poyo' banana;
- 
a policy for penetrating the markets of countries other than France and
ItaJ-y.
Ihese recommendations should be of special interest to Somatia which,
with an annual output of around IOO,OOO tons, is the second largest producer
of the AASM and is facing special difficulties at present because of the
closing of the Suez Canal. Somalia could no doubt occupy a much more
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import,ant place among suppliers of the European market if its production
could be improved and its productivity increased.
IV. Miscellaneous products
llhese are products that do not lend themselves to classification in
the two previous categories.
a) Vanilla
EEC imports (mainly France and cermany) are expanding satisfactorily:
273 tons in 1966, 349 tons in 1969.
In 1969 output in l,ladagasca amounted to nearly 11100 tons (previous
record: 980 tons in 1965) as compared with 960 tons in 1968.
The main problem in this sector seems to be to protect the name
,natural vanilla' and to distinguish the product from artificial substitutes.
This problem has not been dealt with by a standard regulation throughout
the EEC. However, as a result of action taken since L966 by l,ladagascar,
R6union and the Comoro Is1ands, a stabilizat,ion of the world market through
the introduction of a quota system and a large-scale publicity campaign have
distinctly improved the situation of the product. Thus fob prices ($ 11.30/kS
for L97L per 1-0-ton contract) quotas for the American and European markets
are fixed once a year. Producer countries are also adjusting their output
to the demand of consumer industries (dry vanilla for extracts).
The effort still to be made mainly concerns the EEC: it consists in
drawing up and issuing a Community directive based on French law (decree of
20 14ay L966) and on American law, requiring that in designating vanilla
products the nature of the flavouring used should be specified so as to make
a clear-cut distinction between the natural product and substitutes. RePort
No. 20 of 20 November 1969 provides full details on this subject.
Ttre Commission made a first step in this direction with its proposal
for a directive in September 1970 on the approximation of Ivlember States'
l-egislation concerning flavourings permitted in the manufacture of ice
crean.
b) Miscellaneous fruits and veqetables
The Rapporteur welcomed the Connrission's proposal to the Council to
exempt EEc imports of fruit and vegetables originating in the AASI4 from any
irnport levy.
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Fresh pineapple
After bananas, pineapples are the main tropical fruit exported by the
AASIr{. AASIVI exports, which have preferential access to the European market
(cET: 9 %1, al.ready cover 60 % of supplies to the EEC, where demand is
really expanding. Ttris development, incidentally, raiEes problems for the
canned pineapple market.
Itre bulk of AASM exports are from the Ivory Coast. To increase its
sales on the European market in the medium and the long term, the consumer
should be induced to identlfy the product by an association of ideas between
it and the producer (as, for example, was done by Israel for avocados).
Other tropical fruits
I,lore and more tropical fruits hitherto barely known in Europe 
- 
e.g.
avocado, mangro, papaw, Iltchl and passion fruit - are now being consumed
there.
The avocado market is virtually dominated by Israel. The AASM supply
93 % of mangoes consumed in France. It is thought that the market for these
fruits could expand very quickly and that the AASIT{, which have a protection
of 6 % under the CET, could win 50 % of the Conununity market.
To achieve this airn, the general public and the middlemen must be made
to discover these tropical products. With financial help from the EEC, a
contract could be concluded between producers and importers and steps taken
to ease problems (such as stocking, packaging, and rate of ripening). Ttre
price of these fruits should of course be comparable to that of other fruits.
out-of-season fruit and veqetables
lrtrere is an J-mportant potential market, estlmated at 1001000 tons for
1980, in Europe for these products which would not be competing with
established European products.
As the main obstacle to the expansion of AASM exports in this sector is
transport costs, srome means should be soughtr with financial help from the
EEC, of reducing these (grouping of consignments, direct freighting, etc.).
The AASM, and particularly the countries that are not on the coast of
the restern Sahara, seem to be well-placed for grovring out-of-season fruLts
and vegetables for the European market, for both ecological and clj:natic
reasons and because of their relative proximity.
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Sales of these products (partlcularly green beans, aubergines, pimentos,
melons and strawberries) could no doubt be a major source of income for
sma]1 producers established around African tovrns (serviced by alrports) and
organized in producer-exPorter grouPs.
Agreements between African producers and European wholesalers should
ensure large outlets, provided that the methods of collection, preservation
and transport are efficient.
e) Tropical woods
The AASM have a considerable forest potential, the most rational ex-
ploitation of which has stil-I to be studied. Ttre EEC represents 80 % of
aASM markets and obtains from the AASM 82 % of th.e rough timber and 22 % of
the sawn timber it needs.
The varieties of tree fell-ed have not often been replaced and it is
urgently necessary to plant new ones to make up for those that are dying out.
The AASI{ should also carry out more Processing of products on the spot, if
necessary with the EEC's technical and finaneial support.
General-ly speaking, competition from substitutes to African woods will
oblige the AASITI to make Lncreasing efforts to bring their production up to
the leve1 of their international competitors.
d) Bubber
ftre suggestions presented by the Rapporteur in his 1967 report still
apply because the overall situation has not changed.
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4,82L1
180, 166 I
27;879,
r9, o2l- 
|46,193
373,548
24,936
LL4.449
64,730
7r811
63,180
30,874
5,O12
109 r 9OO
L6rL62
57,083
6,384
710,185
8r185 
I
l52,OL7
27.086
23,326
60, 050
24O,]-57
38, 300
6J.,455
]-J.7,L37
20,23O
22,987
32.56L
7.628
120, L9O
L7,729
29.]-52
23.373
263,37O
109
L2L
118
85
Lt2
1r6
r35
L20
107
150
]-L7
Lt2
l_r3
82
106
133
L22
L23
75
11s
106
107
89
104
L22
t2a
92
96
91
J.o4
90
116
99
L16
]-o7
131
158
L23
200
84
L08
LL7
L77
136
L29
229
L22
107
136
r03
105
139
161
138
s4
t34
L26
t43
96
118
L44
L45
LO2
L31
100
136
130
105
90
130
116
L61
Total: L.466,382 r, 019, 182 L,7L7,635 L,LL7,254 L1862r335 Lr264 1933 LL1 L10 L27 L24
AN]NEX III
state of proqress at the end of 1970 of the 105 proiects proposed
in 1957 bv the experts entrusted with the studv of the
possiSilities of industrLat-ization of the AASMI
SI'MMARY
Breakdorrrn by areas and countries
ISor".., Commission, doc. v]rfi./6t'3(7l) June LglL.
(1)Projects concerning which no information is avaitable (not
included in the total)
A = Project abandoned
B = Project poetponed i.n the long term
c = Project being studied
D = Studies in the final phase, talks initiated with a view tofinancing
E = Studies cornpleted, execution postponed (in the medium term)
F = Studies completed, financing decided upon, dates of
execution fixed (ln the short term)
G = Project in progress
H = Project completed
'rrion douaniBre 6conomique de 1'Afrique centrale
Territories
Total of
proj ect,s
Iaunched
(1) A B c D E F G H
UDEAC2
Congo
Central- African
Republic
Chad
Gabon
Cameroon
Total
5
7
3
7
L4
tII t1
3
5I
3
6
I
l_
L
3 2
1
I
3
36 3 2 18 1 2 3 2 5
MADAGASCAR 20 1 I I I 9
SOMALIA 3 3
WEST AFRICA
Ivlauritania
Senegal
MaIi
Ivory Coast
Upper Vol-ta
Dahomey
Niger
Togo
Total
6
15
5
20
6
I
6
9
2
L
3
I
2
I
3
3
6
3
5
2
1
1
3
1
I
I
2
3
I
II
3
1
5
3
3
2
3
1
2
2
I
75 3 10 24 3 7 5 L2 11
I,AKE REGION 18 11 I 6 5 I 1 2 2
TOTAI, L52 TI 7 19 58 5 1I 9 16 27
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State of Proqress as-
of the AASM
a) Findinqs
By simPlY adding uP comPleted
(class G) and Projects definitelY
(cIass F), one arrives at a total-
the projecLs Planned-
projects (class H), Projects in Progress
t,o be carried out in the immediate future
of 52 proiects 'carrie ', or half of
By eliminating projects that come under two or three different headings,
one arrj.ves at a totat of 33 proiects 'carrled out' (classes F, G, H), or a
third of what was Planned.
rhe qeoqraphical breakdown (by area) indicates that the proportion of
projects ,carried out, is highest inwest Africa (16 out of 31) and in
Madagascar (7 out of 14). It is not so high but is stil-I good in the UDEAC
(7 out of 19), very lovr in the Lake Region (3 out of 4, although there are
considerable gaps in the information available) and nil in somalia'
lltre facts confirm the almost inevitable trend (already stressed by the
experts) towards the carryinq out of proiects in a few privileged countries'
In the UDEAC I projects out of 10 were in the Caneroon' In West Africa it was
in the Ivory coast that 10 out of 28 projects were carried out, and senegal'
Mauritania and Niger each had 4 projects. Nothing has been done in Chadr
Gabon or Togo. Only one project is in progress in the central African Republiq
congo and Mali.
As regards the breakdovrn bv the branch of activitvl and leaving out the
,miscellaneous, class which is necessarily not very clearly defined (23 pro-
jects execut,ed), the most favoured sectors are foodstuffs (11 projects
executed) I building materials (6 projects executed) and iron and steel
products (6 Projects executed).
Ehe studies or technical or financial finalization of the execution of
projects is being actively pursued (classes D and E) in 16 cases. A great many
project,s (58) are at the very indefinite stage of 'studies in progtress'.
lrhere are few definite cases of abandonment (26 projects in classes A and B) '
b) Interpretation
As the horizon fixed for the industrial proposals is 1975 it is under-
standabre that fairlv lonq periods should erapse before anything practicar is
achieved. Information gathered at the end of 1970 indicates Progress by com-
parison with a first rapid and incomplete sounding (l-2 AASIT4 only) made towards
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the niddle of 1969 (I7 projects actually carried out).
draw up a fresh balance sheet at the end of the period
for execution by the erq>erts, tJlat iE to say in 1975-
It
of
would be useful to
projects scheduled
It appears that the main obstacle to the creation of enterprises
designed from a regional standpoint is that this prerequisite of plurinatio-
na1 integration is not being met. The industries established were set up in
a great many cases from a purely national standpoint and some projects are
still held up until this or that national market reaches a scale that would
justify them.
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AIiINE,( IV
REPERCUSSIONS OF AI4ERICAN I{EASURES
IN TIIE FIEI,]D OF DEVEIOPD1ENT AID
(Extract from the Conunission's memorandum to the Council of 15 September 1971,
doc. SEC (71) 3274 final.)
I. Repercussions on the flol^' of aid to the developinq countries
The decrease of LO % Ln American public assistance may lead to a decrease
of from 3 to 4 % of the total aid to the developing countries from DAC member
countries and further compromise the attainment of the aim of allocating at
least L % of the @$P (including at least O.7 % in the form of public aid) to
the developing countries.
Ttre bilateral commitments decided upon by the United States in 1970 in
favour of that part of Africa to the south of the Sahara, which were slightly
higher than in previous years, amounted to approximately $ 224 million in-
cJ-uding some g 55 rnill-ion to be allocated to the AASIvl. Assuming there is an
across-the-board crrt in American aid, it may be estimated that the actual
'Loss' to the AAS!4 will be $ 5-6 million per year. The Ivory Coast and Zalre,
the main beneficiaries would be the woret hit.
FoJ-lg|l.ring such reductions, some of the AASI4 and other developing count-
ries may ask the Comnunity, or Ivlember States, either for an increase in aid
or a review of their aid.
2. Repercussions on the trade of the AAS!1 and other developinq countries
The American import tax affects some 12 % of AAS!4 exPorts to the United
States (see table belor.r) . trtre hardest hit are lvladagascar, one third of whose
exports trave to face up to additional i:nport duties, ZaTre (LB %l and the
Ivory Coast (7 %).
In the case of Madagascar the main products affected by the American
measures are vanilla and cinnamon. Exports fronr lladagascar of these Products
to the USA amounted in 1969 to $ 8rLQQr000 and $ 1,100,000 respectively.
As regards ttre other developing countries there are some in Asia and
Latin America that have already attained a greater degree of industrializaticn
than the AASI{ and are liable to be harmed by the American measure, particu-
larly in the case of a nr:mber of manufactures and semi-manufactures.
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3" Generalized preferences
There is llttle chance that the United States will implement its system
of generallzed preferencesfor the benefit of the developing countries in the
near future. Ihe speech made by the American representative at the IIth
session (end of Augrust) of IINCTAD'g Council on Trade and Development J.s
particularly significant: 'When the American measures were announced no final
decision had been taken about the date on which the BiLl- on the generalized
preferences would be submitted to Congress. The Administration is acting
cautiously so as not to compromise the chances of obtaining the agreement of
Congress.'
An appreciable deJ-ay in the USA's implementation of legislation on
generalized preferences is havJ.ng its effect on the sharing of burdens
between donor countries and is affecting both the EEC, which has been giving
these preferences since I ,fuly L97Lt and other donor countries which have
either introduced them (,Japan) or intend to do so before I ilanuary Lg72L.
In common with the other donor countriesrthe Community has theoretically
coupled its offer of generalized preferences with a clause stipulating that
the offer was made 'on the assumption that al-l the main industrialized count-
ries in the OECD will participate in the granting of preferences and make
comparable efforte' .
But it is fair to point out that the system of ceilings adopted by the
Community leaves it fairly well sheltered from any disadvantages resulting
from an unfair distribution of burdens which, it is to be hoped, will be for
as brief a period as possible. It is the Associates of the Community who may
suffer from such a situation for it will deprive them of part of the compens-
ation they had a right to erq)ect for sharing their preferences on the
Conununj.ty market.
At its last meeting in April 1971 the Association Council stressed the
dangers that could result from advance implementation by the Community of its
system of generalized preferences without any guarantee of its si:nultaneous
lmplementation and the balancing of burdens on the part of al-l donor countries.
4. Ttre untyinq of aid to the developinq countries
trtre DACrs draft agreement on the untying of aid appears, for political
reasons, to be, lf not finally abandoned, at least, likely to be filed away
indefinitely. Thie is apparent from the request that this item should not be
put on the agenda at the next hJ-gh level meeting of the OECD's Development
'|tltrese plans were confirmed at the Llth session of the UNCTAD Council,i.e. after the American measures had been taken.
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Aid Committee scheduled for October. In fact, in the present situation it is
hard to see how the United States, which strongly supported the untying of a
major part of biLateral and multilateral aid, opening their bilateral aid to
international competition.
5. Conclusions
In the field of develcpment aid the American measures
- 
could have an irnpact on the potential aid of which the AASI4 and other
developing countries would be the beneficiaries;
- raises the question of the implementatl-on of generalized tariff preferences
in favour of the developing countries by the United States and the other
industrial-ized countries ;
- 
is liable to compromJ.se the efforts made for a considerable time to get
the DAC member countries to untie a major part of their aid to the develop-
ing countries.
U.S. imports from the AASM in 1970
$ 1,o0o,ooo
Charqed Exempt from
customs dutv customs dutvFrom
It{aurit,ania
Cameroon
Senegal
Ivory Coast
Togo
Central African Republic
Gabon
ZaLre
Burundi and Rwanda
SomalLa
Ivladagascar
TotaI
o.7
25.4
0.8
92.2
1.3
6.4
8.9
40.7
2L.2
o"2
31.9
2.4
0.6
6.6
negli9ibIe
7.5
11 .0
o7
23.4
0.1
8s .6
1.3
6.3
8.9
33 
"2
2L.2
0.2
20 .8
229.7 28.L 20L.7
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. ASINEX V
SUMMARY OF T'IIE REPORT OF TIIE COMIIISSION ON INTERNATIONAI. DE\/EIOPI4BST
1. The development aid policies pursued by the industrialized countries
were recently ttre subject of a crltLcal analysis by the speclalized agencies
of the United Nations whlch brought out ttre need for better-coordinated and
better-dLrected action.
Development of whlch Mr.Pearaon was Chairman (andof which lvlr.Marjolin, former
A case in point was the report of the Commission on International
Development of which Mr. Peareon was Chairman (and which Dlr. !4arjolin, former
Vice-President of the EEC CommlsEion, wag a member) drawn up for the World
Bank and publlshed at the end of 1969. It ls worth making a short analysis of
this 5:nportant document entitled: tPartners in developmentr-
2. Ttre Pearson Report does not conceal its concern either about the future
or about the need to work out new methods to lend crediblllty to the develop-
ment aid given by the rich countries. It clearly states that the end in view
is a fair distribution of weaLth between the more and Less favoured. It does
not conceal that this goal. cannot be achieved without i:nagination and gene-
rosity. It is concerned about the grovring cost of the indebtedness of the
poor countries.
But it only sees one eolutlon: developing competitJ.ve exPorts. To this
end It recommends:
- that the rl-ch countrLee should abollsh any indJ-rect Protection such as
excise duties or internal cLrculation taxes (page 15);
- that each nation draw up a plan to assure that an increasing share of the
markets may, over tlme, be suppJ-ied by lmports from developing countries;
- 
the financing of buffer stock arrangements;
- that private investment to e:<ploit local resources should be stepped uP.
The use of thLs method woutd be supported by a grorrvth in the volume of
aid; i:nproved aid admLnistration and closer adaptation of technical assist-
ance to loca1 neeas; famify planning; the clevelopment of research in relation
to the natural resources of the countries in question; and the strengthening
of the multilateral aid system.
3. The report etresses the need to treat the developing countries differ-
ently in the light of their state of develotrrment, their rate of economic
grovrth and the factors eontributing to it. It aleo envisaSJes changes in
parities to avert the damaging effect, on external trade of over-valued ex-
change rates"
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The report asks that caution should be exercised in the matter of in-
dustrialization (page 37) since excesslve support or a mLsguided policy could
become a burden rather than a benefit.
It expresses concern (page 45) at the shrinking share of the developing
countries in international trade and the deterioration Ln the terms of trade,
as also (page 49) at the fact that the correlation between the amounts of aid
received and the growth performance is very weak.
It stresses (page 54) that land reforms must be undertaken to provide
incentives for future investment in agriculture and for increaEed production
and the inadvisabiltty (page 59) of transferring methods of increasing producF
ivity suitable for lndustriaLized countries to developing countries with a
large labour force, as well as the danger that uncontrolled urbanization may
create a new proletariat.
It states that increased tax revenue will be needed (page 6l-) but to tax
agricultural income directly is difficult Ln most developing countries because
most farmers are very poor, and adds that a banking and credit policy in line
with the needs of smalI savers is essential.
4. Ihue far, the report has provlded a ueeful summing up of familiar facts
contained in earl-ier work. But or*ing to the general nature of the remarks
eummarized above, the report seems to be somewhat vague in the suggestions it
puts forward (page 7l-): it recommends that exports should be increased through
industrializatLon - the risks of which lt has just described - and that the
deterioration in the terms of trade ehould be reduced through an e:<pansion of
markets where the developing countries would In theory be the best pJ-aced if
there existed a rational divlslon of labour.
At the same tirne it recognizes that the flow of private investment will
not be widely spread but be concentrated mainly in extractive industries
(page 77) for whlch definite markets exist.
5. But Chapter IV of the report (trade poJ-icy for development, page 80 et
seq.) is at once more precise and encouraging. It is therefore worthwhile
suruning up its conclusions.
It has become clear that 'the devel-opment of the poorer countries will
also require important adjustments in ttre industriaLized countries to which
the latter are reluctant to submit' (page 80); that almost 90 % of the export
earnings of the developing countries derive from pri:nary products whLch are
subject to a high degree of price and market instability, a few having
suffered continuLng adverse price trends in the l-ast decade and a half; and
that the same treatment cannot be given to tropical- products and the similar
and competing products in the developing countries (page 81).
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7. More generally, the ald given by the lndustrialized countriee to the
developing countriee should not fall- below 0.7O % of the @$P. Ttrere follow
recommendations of a financial nature for eaeing and refinancing the external
debte of the developing countries, for l-ncreasing technical assistance and,
for thaL purpose, providing technical aesLstants with a definite career,
reducing tied aid and increasJ-ng multLlateral al-d through the agency of the
international bodies (page 189).
8. One chapter of the Pearson Report (page 194 et seq.) deals with the need
to adapt populatJ-on, education and research policy to the needs of developing
countries, and for a coordinated programme through the World Bank andU.N.'s
speclalized agencies.
9. Ttre work of the Pearson Commission Ls useful in that it reflects a
general awareness among the industrLalLzed countrles of the need for sensible
aid to the developlng countriee. But despite its proposals for the enlarge-
ment of the market for the products of the deveLoping countrLes and the
creation of buffer etocks, one essential factor is missing from this report:
definite proposals, on a product-by-product basJ-s, to end the failures of the
policy of aid to the developing countries - ttrat of the Unlted States to
Latln America is a striking example - if only because of the steady deterior-
ation, despite the grorvth l-n the volume of their erlports, of their terms of
trade.
The allusion on page 80 to the
the Lndustriallzed countries Ls not
ie not at the same time too general
countries the stages of development
appreciably one from the other.
self-centred or conservative attitude of
enough to provide a definLte answer that
to be applicable to all the developing
and natural resources of which differ
It would be pointless, under these circumstances, for the devel-oping
countries to step up production of their main conunodities, sLnce this in-
creased output, when combined wlth that of the industrialized countries,
would saturate the markets and bring prLces crashing down.
AL the same tlme the international argruments so popular in United Nations
circles are aLred at great length; these arguments, though perfectly respect-
abJ.e, are academic and too remote from the soberrealism that is needed if
these countries are to move forward confidently, step by step, through the
various stages of development.
LastJ.y, the remedies proposed are not sufficiently varied to allow for
differences Ln the state of devel-opment, potential resources and proximity
to the sea, or for the working capacity of the peoples concerned.
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Whence a number of clear-cut proposals such as
that developed countries eliml.nate as soon as possibl-e excise and import
duties on products of special interest to euch developing countries
(page 84) ;
that deveJ-oped countries draw up plans in respect of protected corunodLties
designed to assure that over time an increasing share of domestic consump-
tion is supplied by irnports from developlng countries (page 85);
that the fJ-nancJ.ng of reasonable buffer stocks in support of well-conceived
counodity agreements and policies should be recognized as a legitlmate
object of foreign aid (page 86);
that no new quantitative restrictions on these products be imposed and that
existing quantitative restrictLone should be aboLLshed during the 1970's
as rapidly as possible (page 88);
that developed countries establish a general-ized non-reciprocal scheme of
preferences for manufactures and seml--manufactures from developlng count-
ries, includLng processed goods, before the end of 1970 (page 90);
that Il4F in cooperation with TNCTAD study the possibiJ-lty of a clearing
arrangement for trade among developing countries on a globaI scale (page 94);
that bilateral donors and international agencies provide fLnanciat assist-
ance to institutions such as development banks and cl-earing and palments
unLons which are designed to promote trade among developing countries on a
regLonal scale (page 95).
6. Chapter V of the report dLscrrsses private foreign investment. It recom-
mends that the developing countries preserve the greatest possibJ-e stability
in their l-aws and regulations affectLng foreJ.gn investment (page L05), that
deveLoped countries etrengthen thelr investment Lncentive schemes wherever
poseLble, and that developlng countrl-es etructure thelr tax syEt,em to
encourage profit rel-nvestment by forelgn companles (pagee 108 and L09).
The report also recommends that the governments of developJ-ng countries
establish positive incentives for aII companJ.es, foreign and domestic, to
share ownership with the public by sale of equity in suitable forms, that
international- institutions further expand their advisory role regarding
Lnduetrial and foreign investment policies; the removal in developed count-
ries of IegaI and other barrLers to the purchase by instltutLonal investors
of bonds issued or gruErranteed by governmente of developJ.ng countries (page
116); and puttLng a bralte on credits to countries that are too heavily in
debt (page 121).
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10. But it is satisfying to note that a start has been made in apportioningp
over a fairly long term, producte of interest to the developing countries so
that they too can have a share of the market of the Lndustrialized countriee.
Unfortunately tlre report does not say how this is to be adrleved.
fhis ls the first tirne a document from IINO has contained aIluel-on
- 
without mentioning the word - to openLng up quotas in the lndustrlalized
countrj-es in favour of the developing cotrntries.
Fina1ly, as regards financial aldr tfrls report ndkes a sound crltical
analysis of the systematic recourae to loans. Ttre financial burden of loans
weighs more and more heavily each yeErr on the poorest of the developing count-
rles which should receive a more dleinterested form of aid. It ls indeed use-
less to put off the solution to thLe problem by reeorting to moratoriar which
have a demoralizing effect. Ttrls form of aLd should be replaced by regular
purchases of locaI products at remunerative prlces.
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1. Area, population and GI$IP
2. External trade
3. Iviain exports
4. External public debte, e.duc.ation ,and heal,th
5. Public aid reeeived fr'om outside
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TABLE I: AREA, POPULATION A$ID GNP AIINEI( VI
\o
,tr
I
o;o
t,
fo
N
N(,
>
I
H
o
o\
:..'
Area ^(Iooo kmz) Total popul.L96A/LOOO
Density ,(inhab./1K1g-')
1968
% annualgrovrth rate
of popul.
l_963-r968
cNP at marketprices 1968 Average aurual % gLlwtttrate @{P,/irtub. 1960-68
Tot.mill .
$
$/inhali. Currentprices Constantprices 1960
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
Burund.i
Cameroon
Central AfricanRepublic
Congo
Chad
Dahomey
GabonIvory Coast
lladagascar
l4a1i
Mauritania
Niger
Rwand.a
SenegaJ-
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
Zaare
Total AASIYI
Botswana
Garnbia
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
!'1a1awiIrlauritius
NigeriaSierra lJeone
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
Total 'eligiblefor assocn.'
T-otal excludinqN1dArl
2A
475
623
342
L,284
113
264
322
547
L,24O
1, 031
L1267
26
196
638
56
274
2.345
3 o42L
5 0559
L.475
9L2
3,456
2r5O5
475
4,O94
6,479
4,839
1,093
3,619
3.348
3,734
2,7L7
L.760
5.L37
L6,648
122
12
2
3
3
22
2
l3
l_r
4
1
3
t29
I9
4
32
L9
7
2.O
2-.L
2;6
1.4
1.5
2.9
1.8
2.3
2.L
1.9
2.O
2-7
3,1
2.L
313
2i'5
2:L
2.2
181
973
189
196
252
233
250
L.298
754
440
191
340
L47
833
L7L
24A
267
L.498
53
L75
L2A
2L5
73
93
526
317
1I7
91
L75
94
44
223
63
14L
52
90
3.9
7-6
3.8
5.9
2.7
3.8
7.9
4.7
2.L
4.L
9.7
4.5
1.5
2.9
4.3
7.4
3.0
o.2
- 
L.7
3.8
- o.7
o-8
- 
1.8
o.7
3.4
6.4
- 
o.4
L.4
5.1
L-4
- 
L-7
0.1
- 
0.3
,_o
11,115 7L,27L 6.4 2.2 9.465 119 3.4 0.8
600
1I
239
s83
30
118
2
924
72
L7
940
236
753
600
3sI
8 r4O4
10,108
1,018
4,324
794
6L.676
2,488
398
L2.578
8 rog2
4,O79
I
31
35
18
30
36
397
67
34
23
13
34
5
3,0
2.1
2r7
2.9
2.9
2.7
2.4
2.5
1.5
2.4
2.5
2.5
3.1
65
53
2r42O
L,295
76
294
L72
4.07O
440
80
93r
777
L.4O7
108
151
288
L27
75
69
2L7
66
L77
20L
74
96
345
6-7
5.8
7.3
3.7
8.5
8.8
0.3
- 
o-5
5.9
7-8
3.3
4-9
8.6
4.2
4.3
- 
o.4
2.4
5.8
5.6
L.7
- 
1.8
3.6
5.20.5
2.5
4.3
4e 525 115,000 25.5 2.6 L2,O84 105 2.2 0.03
3r601 53,324 L5.2 2.6 8,014 150 5.4 3.8
Source.: UniteiMation8/Statlstlcal Yearbook 1969 CEA,/ttrO 
-Et.cond.6con. en Afr.59. EAO! Prodluctlon Yea.rbooik, 1964
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TABLE 2: EXTERNAL TRADE
1969. IMF: International Financial Statistics 1971"
countries. 2Not including trade in local Products in the East4Average L966/L968. 5calculated on the averages L962/L964 -
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African Community
L967/L969 (5 years).
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o
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Sources: UNO: Statistical Yearbook
ItIillion
Exports FOB
Average I Average 1% annual atrer-t962/64 I L967 /69 I aqe qrorrth5
ImPorts CIF
Average I Average l% annual aver-1962/64 I L967/69 I aqe qrowth5
/" rate of cover of
imports by exports
L962/L964 I L967/]-969
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I
Burundi 
-
cameroonr
Central- African
Chadl-
congor
Dahoney
Gabonl
Ivory Coast
Ivladagascar
Itlali
Ivlauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper volta
Zaare
Total AASM
Botswana
cambia
Ghana.zlrsenya
I Lesotho
I tqarawi
I uauritius
I uigeria
I sierra Leone
I swaziland
I ranzania2
I uganaaz
I zamtia
I tot-t 'eligible
I rot"t excluding
RepubIicl
for assocn.
Nigeria
2L.4:
L26.O
22 -O
22.3
41 .0
12"3
73.7
24L.6
89.3
L2 -7
2]-.7
2l.o
7.6
119 .3
29.O
2L.7
10.3
330.6
L4.4
186.0
32.6
28 .0
46.O
20.3
L25.7
392.O
108.3
L2.7
73 -3
3l-.0
L4.4
134. 3
30.0
37.3
19.3
4st-64
- 
9.5
8.1
8.2
4.7
2.3
10.6
11.3
LO.2
3.9
27.6
8.1
13.6
2.4
o.7
LL.4
13.4
10 
-a
26.85
121.0
27.O
31.3
64-O
30. 3
4A.3
188.0
128.0
39 .0
27.3
24.3
a-4
161.O
46.O
32.7
36. O)6q 
-o
2L.2
189.3
38.3
42.3
81.6
44.3
68.3
296.3
L60.3
35.6
36. O
44.3
22.L
L74.3
47 .O
48 .0
4L.O
301. 04
5.7
9.4
7.2
6.2
5.0
9.8
7.2
9.5
4-6
1.8
5-7
9.4
2L.3
L.6
o-4
8.0
2.6
3.2
79.4
104.1
8L .4
7L.2
64.O
40.5
L52.5
128.5
69.7
32.5
79.4
74.2
90.4
74.O
63 .0
66.3
24.6
t)4 
-7
67.9
9e.2
85.1
66.1
56.3
42.O
184. O
132-2
67.5
35 .6
203.6
69.9
65.1
77 
-O
63.8
77 -7
47.O
153.3
L.223.5 L.797 .2 8.0 r,308 .4 L.595 -2 5.3 93.5 106-o
31 .3
77 .O
534 -6
7A.O
9.3
245.6
139 .3
187. O
151 .3
388"6
04
3
0
0
*I
4
9
0
o
ia
297
t76
50
66
723
87
227
189
Fr?1
t4.5
0.1
4.8
9-9
- 
3.7
6.2
2.3
4.O
4.5
16 
-4
L2.3
346.3
205.O
40. o'
73.3
620.3
89.3
ig.t
84.0^
2L9 
-O3
.-- at9 .6'
316.3
315.5
6g-2-
74-74
6t9.4
93.5
t9a-4
LzL.8
440.3
8:,;
7.7
19-1
Li:i
- 
1.89.0
11- 30.5
- 
0.0
0.9
ii.o
a2.4
57.9
7A 
-2
105. O
86.1
47.3
L44 -6
180.l-
L77 .4
73
88
116
93
114
l_55
188
81
90
55
6I
7
3
7
7
4
II
7
1r882.0 2,654.O 7.1 1,818.8 2,267.7 4.5 103.4 117. O
L.347.4 1,9 30 .9 7.5 1,r98.5 1,548.3 6.6 LL2.4 117.1
lsot including trade between UDEAC(Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania) " 3tgAq"
TABI,E 3
MAIN EXPORTS(percentage of total exports)
A}INEX VI
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African
RepubJ.Lc
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Ivladagascar
MaIl
It{auritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Vo1ta
Zalre
Botswana
Gambla
Gtrana
Kenya
Lesotho
Ivial-awi
tlauritius
Nigeria
Sierra Leone
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
L969
1959
L969
L969
L969
L969
L969
t_969
L969
1958
L969
1968
r968
L969
1969
L969
1968
L967
1968
t969
L969
t969
L967
L969
L969
L969
L969
L969
Coffee (80 %); cotton (LO %l
Cocoa (28 %l; coffee (2O %) ; alumlnium (9.5 %) t
cotton (5 %) t wood (6.7 %)
DLamonds (45 %l i cotton (26 %); coffee (L5 %)
Cotton (82 %); animaL husbrandry products (13 %)
wood (62 %l i sugar (L5 %l
PaIm ojl prodrcts (15%)t cotton (LL%)t groundnuts (T/"1
Petroleum (34%) i wood (25%), manlJanese (2O%)t
uranium (4.8 %l
Wood (19 %); coffee (17 %); cocoa (L5 %l t
fruite (7 %); manufactures (3.5 %)
Coffee (28 %); vanilla (Lo %l i rice (tr/"| i
cloves (7 %) t sugar (6 %) t sisal (3 %)
Cotton (33 %); cattle (L5 %); flsh (L2 %) t
groundnute G %l
Iron ore (87 %); fleh (5 %l t cattle (...)
Groundnut products (76 %); cattle (LO %)
Coffee (55 %); cassiterite (23 %)
, phosphates (9 %l t
Live cattle (57 %); bananas (24 %); skins andffi
cocoa (35 %); phosphates (28 %'); coffee (L5 %) t
palm nuts (4.3 %\
cattle (48 %) i cotton (16 %); groundnuts (6 %) ;Karity almonds (6 %l
Copper (59 %); dianonds (5.4 %); palm oil (5 %);
coffee (5.8 %); tl-n and cassiterite (4.6 %)
Figrures not available
Groundnut products (75 %)
cocoa (50 %); wood (L3 %); diamonds (+.5 %l t
manganeEre (2.2 %) t
Coffee (25 %); tea (15 %l i meat (5 %) t
manufaetures (5 %l t sisal (2 %)
Figures not available
Tobacco (29 %l; tea (22 %l; groundnuts (L3 %) t
cotton (4 %)
Suqar (95 %)
Petroleum (42 %') i cocoa (L6 %); groundnut products(L4 %l; tin (4 %') , pal-n oi1 (3 %) t rubber (3 %)
Diamonde (70 %) i iron ore (LL %); palm nuts (5 %l
Figures not avaLlable
Coffee (L5 %) i cotton (L4 %); diamonds (LO %) r
slsal (9.5 %) ; fruit (8 %)
Coffee (55 %); cotton (18 %) r copper (8.5 %) t
tea (6.5 %)
Copper (95 %)
t products (55
Sources: F.Ivl.I.
U.N.
International Financial Statistics
Yearbook of International Trade Statistics
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TABI,E 4: PUBI.IC EXTERNAI INDEBTEIINESS, EDUCATION ATiID HEAI,TE
External public,
debt at 31.12.58r
Educatlon
0e66/L9671
Healttr(L966/L9671
$ rnl.Llion % of CBIP Adjusted rateqf oFhool
attendance
Populatlon
per hosp.
bed
Populatl.onper doctor
I 2 3 4 5
n'rrundl.
/ ameroon
CerrEraI AfrLcan
Repuhlle
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory eaast
Madagascar
MaLl
Maurltanla
Nlger
Rwanda
Benegal
EomaLla
Togo
uppcr voLta
Zaf,sa
Tota1 AAEM
BoEswana
GcJ&la
frana"
Kenya'
Leectho
MaIawf
Maur*Eius
NlgerIa
B*erra Lconc
Ewae{1an{
TaaganIa"
Uganda3
Eaffila
Total 'el*glhlcfor agpeen"l
Ectal exelud{ng
N{ger{a
6.7
I35 r2
22 t3
44$(118,2)
4L tL
73.6
34L,0
LLs,2
2L3,7
43,7.
35 .9
2,4
g1 
,5
79,4
37 .4
20.L
4L4,3
3.7
13.9
1r.8
L7.7
60.3
L7.6
29.4
26,3
L5.2
48.6
22.9
10.6
1.6
9.8
46,4
15.1
t.2
27.7
L7
4A
36
L7
86
20
78
40
40
l4I
7
40
24
5
32
9
4e
550
900
1.70
930
100
510
360
1r330
3,720
1r 450
750
720
560
740
2.360
270
900
480
60r 730
26,.050
37.4L0
7L.460
8, 350
31, 300
5r910
L7.9e0
9.644
50 r 7L0
30, 000
56rL4O
57 r 000
16r980
30,000
19,820
74.320
26r690
Lrg26,3 2L.6 32 485 25.099
x0,9
6i;"02
408.0
7,2
101 .3
31 .1
587 
"36L 
"Z39 ,g
274,6
213 
"4264 
"3
16.8
26. 3
3I.5
9,5
34.0
18 .1
L4,4
13.9
49 
"929,5
27 
"6TB.B
46
19
32
31
66
2L
67
19
19
53
23
32
42
400
690
770
730
524
8oo
254
2, r90
LI?LA
290
530
890
380
2:. r 960
LA.670
I3, 3I0
LA,.24Q
231290
45, rlo
4tL?A
31 r 000
I6,440
7 oZEO
4A cA00
7.830
16r 1oO
20637,L 2L,A 26 1r040 19 r 700
2r049.8 2g 
"6 35 630 13r 700
Eloureesr T{ortdl Bankr Annual Report 1,970 and nleeellaneouB doeumcnEo,
- 
uNEgco, Anirualre stat-lstlque 1969.
lrnctuatnE Enounts not dj.ebursedlas at 31 Decenrbet L9'o9slnc1udlng a thlrdt of the debts contracted by the East Afrlean ComnunltLes
v*rlch amount to a total of 194 mllllon $ at the end of, 196S.
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TABLE 5: PUBLIC AID FROM CDA CoIINTRIES ASTD !4ULT]:LATERAL BODI € AIiINEX VI(Annual- average of neL palzments L967-L969)
I
\o
@
I
o
ro
t,
io
N
N(,
5
T
H
o
Or
:" r- oPPemen
BiIateraI
flows($ million)
Multilateral
flows($ million)
Total bilateral,/
mul-tilateral aid.(g million)
Total aid as % of
i:nports of goods,/
services 19671
Total aid as
% of @[P
1968
Total- aid per
inhabitant
( g/inhab. )
1 2 3 5 6
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African
Republic
Chad
Congo
Dahomey
Gabon
Ivory Coast
lladaqascar
Ivla1i-
Irlauritania
Niger
Rvranda
Senegal
Somalia
Togo
Upper Volta
Za3.re
TOtal AASI.I
Botswana
Garnbia
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
IvlaIawi
Ivlauritius
trfigeriaSierra Leone
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
Total 'eliqiblefor assocfi.'
Total excludinotrtiaari a '
9.30
22.26
10. 05
10 .07
10.23
8. 18
7.AL
27 
"9420.40
7.49
4"53
15.83
L2.03
29 
-37
L6.92
7.3L
L2.25
73.89
3.35
L2.63
5.L2
7.80
16.90
5 .98
2.27
8.81
L4.328r43
3 .66
6.74
2.42
L2.66
7.18
4.64
5.74
1.38
L2.65
34.89
L5.L7
L7.87
27 
"L314.16
10. 08
36.75
34-72
L6.32
8.19
22.6L
14.85
42.03
24.LO
11 .99
L7.99
75.27
65 
"2L9 
"7
34.5
44 
"733 .1
32.2
15.0
9.3
23.94s.5
36.6
50.2
76.5
26.4
44.4
24.O
47.8
22.3
7.O
4-4
7"6
6"6
15.6
7.8
5.0
3.0
4.46.2
4.8
6.3
9.7
5.1
L4.2
5.6
7-O
5.7
3.71_
6.27
10.20
5.16
31 .18
5-51
21.00
8.96
5.343.4L
7.31
5.9'4
4.36
11.41
a.7a
6.77
3.46
4.50
306.26 130.51 436.77 5.6 6.10
L4.9A
3. 03
69.57
34.44
11.88
24.43
6. 08
71.38
7 .77
8. s3
28.96
18.79
43 .03
l_.59
0.09
2.95
L8.42
2.20
3.O2
t .48
30.13
0.69
0.86
6.44
2.17
0. 05
L6.57
3.L2
72.53
56.86
14.08
27.45
7.56
101.51
4.46
9 .39
35 .80
20.96
43-08
l_5.6
22.7
L4.9
28 -l
9.8
t2.L9.4
L9.7
18 .1(7 
-4\
25 -6
9.4
3.6
4.4
18.4
L4.1
4.3
L.7
2.5
11.78.8
2.4
a 
-),
27.LL
8.91
8.66
5.57
t5.47
6-4L
9.61
L.62
3.42
23.77
2.44
2.54
10-56
346.87 70.50 4t7.37 3.9 3 .60
275 
-49 40.37 315 .86 5.0 5.93
Source: OECD,/CDA Ex:amen 1970 de I'aide au d6ve1 t
Imports of goods and services where data is availabl-e; otherwise imports of goods only.
ANNF"K VII
PRI TE FOREIGI IITVESf!,IENT IN fIIE COMMERCIAL EXPIJOITATION OF
R.AW MATERTAIS
1. Etre growing difficulties encountered by foreign companies holding mining
or oil concessions in the devel-oping countries show marked differences in the
way these countries treat foreign investment.
tn the case of mineral oiI, the developing countries are tending more and
more either to overtax concessionary companies to the point wtrere operations
become ui,grofitabLe without a steep increase in consumer prices, or to demand
absolute control over production and marketing so that these operations lose
their main interest for the concessionaries, l.e. the right to dispose of
their -r+put as they wish.
It may well be asked whether this kind of pressure from producer coun-
tries is not going to spread other mining oPerations. If it does, a major
source of private investment. will quickly dry uP-
2. For service industries (e.g. trading and transport concerns) orindustrial
manufacturers the risk is guite different. Here foreign workers will be re-
placed, more or less rapidly, by nationals, especially in the executive
grades. In addition, an increasi.ng share in the capital of enterprises will
be demanded.
3" As in most of the developing countries, exchange controls are imposed
because balances of payments are rarely in a state of equilibrium, so that
private investment i-n such countries is very uncertain excePt in the case of
operations to be carried out in countries that are aLrea-dy fairly advanced and
economically stable.
4. Would it not then perhaps be advisable to distinguish clearly betureen
these two kinds of investment as regards the contractual terms to be applied ?
In the case of raw materials originating in the developing countries
- 
whether from the soil or underground - concessions could be replaced ry
contracts for hire of services under which foreign enterprises would exploit
the raw materials after making the necessary investment, the developing coun-
tries retaining ownership. Ehe operating enterprise would be remunerated by
an exclusive right to any profits on a determined level of outputr arlY addi-
tional output being used for the sole benefit of the developing country. The
operator, however, would trave an option on this additional output at the price
-99- cPA/ cP / 22 3 / Nn .vL t / d6 f .
the developing country could get on the market.
Ttre operating enterprise could, if it wiEhed, retain a right to the
profits on the total output until it had amortized its capital investment.
tfhereafter, the leve1 of output to which it would be entitled would be equiva-
lent to 7 per cent of the capital invested and amortized.
This would rule out any dispute as to the relative shares of the parties
concerned of the kind that arose over the loading of, oil tankers at Arzew,
taxes on oil in Norttr Africa and the }dclclle East, or even over the obligation
to re-invest profits.
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